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Abstract 
In Chapter 1, we analyzed short-period body waves recorded at teleseis-
mic distances from great earthquakes. They provide information about source 
rupture processes and strong motions. First, we examined records of 19 earth-
quakes of moment magnitude Mw of 6.5 to 9.5. Four parameters were meas-
ured from the short-period P-wave train: the maximum amplitude, the period 
at maximum amplitude, the time between the first arrival and when the max-
imum amplitude is attained, and coda length. An extension, mb, of the tele-
seismic body-wave magnitude, mb, was defined using the maximum amplitude 
of the entire short-period P wave rather than the amplitude achieved in the 
first few P-wave cycles. ri1b increases as Mw increases. The time from the first 
arrival until the maximum amplitude is achieved and the coda length are 
roughly proportional to Mw, but were further interpreted by a simple asperity 
model of the rupture process. These data support that 1 to 2 sec waves are on 
average generated preferentially in the same regions of the fault plane as 10 to 
50 sec waves. 
An application to strong motion modeling is presented in which a 1971 
San Fernando teleseismic short-period record is summed up to simulate tele-
seismic records produced by five great earthquakes. The summation procedure 
matches the moment of the event to be simulated, and includes rupture propa-
gation, fault plane roughness, and randomness. The ri1b data provide an 
important constraint on the summation procedure. Thus constrained, this 
summation procedure can be more confidently used with near-field strong 
motion records as Green's functions to predict strong motions from great 
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earthquakes. 
In Chapter 2, we analyzed the spectra of short- and intermediate-period 
teleseismic GDSN (digital) records for seven large earthquakes and hand-
digitized short-period analog records of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. 
To obtain the source or moment-rate spectrum at periods between 1 and 30 
sec, we Fourier-transformed the P waves, corrected for instrument response, 
attenuation, geometrical spreading, and radiation pattern (including the depth 
phases), and then averaged the records for each event. Significant differences 
exist between the spectra of different events, presumably due to variations in 
tectonic setting or seismic coupling. Using the digital data, we also investi-
gated the relationship between time-domain amplitude and spectral amplitude 
for short-period P waves. From our empirical relation between spectral ampli-
tude and time-domain amplitude, we estimated the spectral amplitudes 
implied by the fib data. V\Te compared our results to the w-2 and Gusev source 
spectral models. Neither model can completely represent the data. Neverthe-
less, we consider the w-2 model a useful reference model for comparmg 
different events. The average source spectrum of six large events with Mw's of 
7.4 to 7 .8 does not have the spectral structure suggested by Gusev. 
In Chapter 3, source characteristics of the Sept. 19, 1985 Michoacan, Mex-
ico earthquake and its aftershock on Sept. 21 are inferred from broadband and 
short-period teleseismic GDSN records. We obtained the teleseismic source 
spectrum from 1 to 30 sec. The Michoacan source spectrum is enriched at 30 
sec and depleted at 1 to 10 sec relative to an average source spectrum of large 
interplate subduction events. Source spectra for the Sept. 21 aftershock, 1981 
Playa Azul, 1979 Petatlan, and 1978 Oaxaca events follow a trend similar to 
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that of the 1985 Michoacan event. This spectral trend may characterize the 
Mexican subduction zone. 
A station-by-station least-squares inversion of the Michoacan earthquake 
records for the source time function yields three source pulses, which we inter-
preted as events on the fault plane. The first two are similar in moment, and 
the third contains only 20% of the moment of the first. Directivity is evident 
in the timing. At each station, we measured the time differences between the 
pulses, and performed a least-squares nonlinear estimation of the strike, dis-
tance, and time separation between the events to locate them relative to one 
another. The second event occurred 26 sec after the first, and 82 km 
southeast of it, indicating southeastward rupture along the trench. The two 
large events are also seen in the near-field strong motions. 
The mainshock records, spectrum, and time functions contain less high 
frequency radiation than those of the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. 
Apparently, the Michoacan earthquake ruptured two relatively smooth, strong 
patches which generated large 30 sec waves, but small 1 to 10 sec waves. Such 
behavior contrasts with the Valparaiso event which had a more complex rup-
ture process and generated more 1 to 5 sec energy. This difference is con-
sistent with the higher near-field accelerations recorded for the Valparaiso 
event. 
In Chapter 4, time functions and rupture processes of 4 recent large sub-
duction zone earthquakes were determined from broadband teleseismic GDSN 
records using the iterative inversion technique of Kikuchi and Fukao. The 
method inverts the records simultaneously by determining the location, time, 
and seismic moment of a single point source that best explains the records, 
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then subtracting the synthetics for that point source from the records, and 
repeating the procedure for the residual records. Using this technique with the 
high-quality GDSN intermediate-band records provides more details of the 
rupture process than have been obtained previously. 
Using the inversion, we produced maps of the spatial and temporal distri-
bution of seismic moment release at periods of 3 to 30 sec for the 1985 
Michoacan, Mexico, 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan, lg85 Valparaiso, Chile, and 1986 
Andreanof Islands, Alaska earthquakes. These are four of the largest earth-
quakes that occurred from 1983 to 1986. Comparing the source spectra of 
these events yields complementary information at periods of 1 to 30 sec. 
These four earthquakes have distinct rupture styles. 
In Chapter 5, we compared strong motion spectra of the 1985 Michoacan, 
Mexico and the 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earthquakes with their teleseismic spec-
tra. The spectral levels of the Michoacan strong motions, which were recorded 
by a high-quality digital array, agree to within a factor of 2 with those 
predicted by the Michoacan teleseismic records. The Michoacan teleseismic 
spectrum is lower than that of Akita-Oki. This relationship also holds for 
their strong motion spectra. This consistency means that teleseismic records, 
which are relatively more abundant, can be used to predict properties of 
strong motions from large earthquakes. 
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Introduction 
This thesis examines intermediate (1 to 30 seconds) and short (1 to 10 
seconds) period seismograms of large and great earthquakes recorded at telese-
ismic distances. We need to understand the processes that occur during the 
rupture of large earthquakes to predict their damaging motions and ultimately 
perhaps to predict their occurrence. 
My thesis focuses on large and great earthquakes because they can cause 
great destruction. Large earthquakes are recorded world-wide on many 
seismometers, so there exists a relatively complete record to study. Most of 
the earthquakes studied here are shallow subduction earthquakes because most 
large earthquakes occur at subduction plate boundaries at a shallow depth. 
In seismology we often wish to separate the properties of the source of 
seismic waves from the effects of propagation of the waves through possibly 
complicated earth structures. Wave propagation is a complex phenomenon 
and the detailed structure is generally not known. Therefore, many studies, 
including this one, concentrate on teleseismic waves (that is, waves recorded at 
distances of 30° to 90°) which turn in the relatively simple and well-
characterized lower mantle of the earth. 
I study seismic body waves which have periods of 1 to 30 seconds because 
a sizeable number of such records exist, and because waves with periods of 1 
to 10 seconds can cause considerable damage to large structures, such as build-
ings, bridges, and off-shore oil platforms. Shorter period waves are also of 
engineering concern, but are so attenuated at teleseismic distances that they 
cannot be interpreted with our current knowledge of the earth's attenuation. 
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At periods of 1 to 5 seconds, se1sm1c waves from large earthquakes are too 
complicated to model deterministically, but the general character of the 
waveform still reflects properties of the seismic source. We can use average or 
integrated quantities, such as the spectrum, to characterize the source. 
My work is oriented toward examining data and extracting important 
information about the source. Each chapter analyzes a different type of data 
or data set. Earthquake data is usually very noisy and factors of 3 or 5 or 10 
difference in any given quantity for different stations or earthquakes are com-
mon. We try, therefore, to average together many stations for a given earth-
quake in order to reduce the uncertainty due to the scatter. Every earthquake 
is different, so we also average together many earthquakes of a given size to 
determine an average earthquake property. 
Chapter 1 examines analog short-period se1smograms of large and great 
earthquakes. These are virtually the only short-period records of the largest 
earthquakes in this century. 
Recently, high-quality broadband digital data have become available. In 
Chapter 2, I have performed a spectral analysis of these records. A procedure 
to obtain the source spectrum at periods of 1 to 30 seconds is described. 
Chapter 3 app lies the techniques developed in Chapter 2 to the destruc-
tive 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake . I have compared its source spectrum 
to that of other large earthquakes along the Mexican subduction zone and to 
the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. 
In Chapter 4, I have inverted broadband digital records to learn about the 
time history of the source and the spatial distribution of seismic moment 
release on the fault planes of four recent large earthquakes. 
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Chapter 5 compares the spectra of two sets of strong motion seismograms 
recorded close to the source with the teleseismic spectra studied in the previ-
ous chapters. The comparison indicates that teleseismic records can be used to 
estimate ground motions near large earthquakes. 
Chapters 1 and 2 were published as 'Source spectra of great earthquakes: 
teleseismic constraints on rupture process and strong motion', Bulletin of the 
Seismological Society of America, 76, 19-42, 1986. Chapter 3 appeared in a 
slightly abbreviated form as 'Source characteristics of the 1985 Michoacan, 
Mexico earthquake at periods of 1 to 30 seconds', Geophysical Research 
Letters, 13, 597-600, 1986. The appendix has not been published before. 
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Chapter 1 
Time Domain Characteristics of Short Period Records 
Abstract 
Short-period body waves recorded at teleseismic distances from great 
earthquakes provide information about source rupture processes and strong 
motions. First, we examine mostly WWSSN records of 19 earthquakes with 
moment magnitude Mw of 6.5 to 9.5. Four parameters are measured from the 
entire P wave: the maximum amplitude, the period at maximum amplitude, 
the time between the first arrival and when the maximum amplitude is 
attained, and coda length. An extension mb, of the teleseismic magnitude mb, 
is defined using the maximum amplitude of the entire short-period P wave 
rather than the amplitude achieved in the first few cycles of the P wave. A 
least-squares fit to the data yields the following relationship between mb and 
Mw: mb = 0.53 Mw + 2.70 in the range Mw = 6.5 to 9.5. The time from the 
first arrival until the maximum amplitude is achieved and the coda length are 
roughly proportional to Mw, but are further interpreted by a simple asperity 
model of the rupture process. These data support that short-period waves are 
on average generated preferentially in the same regions of the fault plane as 
long-period waves (with periods of 10 to 50 seconds). 
An application to strong motion modeling is presented m which a 1971 
San Fernando teleseismic short-period record is summed up to simulate tele-
seismic records produced by five great earthquakes. The summation procedure 
matches the moment of the event to be simulated, and includes rupture propa-
gation, fault plane roughness, and randomness. The mb data provide an 
important constraint on the summation procedure. Thus constrained, this 
summation procedure can be more confidently used with near-field strong 




Although the earthquake source spectrum is commonly characterized well 
at long periods by seismic moment, it is poorly determined at shorter periods. 
In this chapter, we are concerned with periods of 1 to 10 seconds and refer to 
these as short periods, although strong motions with periods of 1 to 10 seconds 
are commonly called long-period strong motions. The source spectrum at 
short periods has implications for the earthquake rupture process and for 
strong motion. For example, knowledge of the earthquake source at periods of 
1 to 10 seconds is important for the safe engineering design of large structures 
such as high-rise buildings or oil drilling platforms near fault zones, particu-
larly near subduction zones. 
Strong ground motions from great earthquakes have not been recorded 
reliably due to the infrequent occurrence of great earthquakes and the large 
amplitudes generated by great earthquakes that saturate most nearby 
seismometers. Therefore, the nature of the source spectrum of great earth-
quakes is poorly known at present. However, short-period waves from great 
earthquakes have been recorded at teleseismic distances. Figure 1.1 shows 
short-period records of some great earthquakes from the Worldwide Standard-
ized Seismographic Network (WWSSN). The P waveforms in Figure 1.1 have 
durations of 2 to 5 minutes. Because these waveforms are so complex, it is 
impossible to analyze them deterministically, but the overall character of the 
waveform can provide useful information on the seismic source. Despite the 
importance of short-period radiation, only a few studies have been made of 
these teleseismic records due to their complexity (Koyama and Zheng, 1983, 
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ALASKA Mor. 28, 1964 Mw=9.2 
BOG 78.0° x 12500 
RAT ISLAND Feb. 4, 1965 Mw=8.7 
ESK 73.7° xl2500 
TOKACH/-OKI Moy 16, 1968 Mw=8.2 
BKS 69.3° x 25000 
+ t t 
OX F 90.6° x 50000 
Figure 1.1. Teleseismic short-period vertical records of three great earthquakes 
recorded by WWSSN. Note the minute marks. The first and second arrows show 
the beginning of the P wave and the time the maximum amplitude is achieved. The 
time between the first and last arrow is the coda length as defined in the text. 
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1985; Houston and Kanamori, 1983; Purcaru, 1984 ). 
The \VWSSN has operated since the early 1960's and has recorded 7 
earthquakes with surface-wave magnitudes greater than 8.0. In this chapter, 
we present a new data set characterizing great earthquakes at short periods. 
First, we examine \VWSSN records of 18 earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 to 9.2 
and various short-period records for the 1960 Chilean event of magnitude 9.5. 
We define a magnitude, mb, which is determined at teleseismic distances but is 
analogous to local magnitude, ML, determined at short distances. Four param-
eters are measured from the short-period P wave: the maximum amplitude, 
the period at maximum amplitude, the time between the first arrival and when 
the maximum amplitude is attained, and coda length. Our parameterization 
of the overall character of the waveform is interpreted in terms of a simple 
asperity model of the rupture process. Finally, we discuss the implications of 
these data for predictions of strong motions. 
1.2 Short-Period WWSSN Data 
For all but one of the 19 events studied, we examined 8 to 27 records from 
WWSSN short-period vertical seismometers at teleseismic distances of 30 to 
100 degrees. For the 1960 Chilean event, various short-period records were 
used, including records written by Benioff short-period, Wood-Anderson, 
Willmore short-period, and Milne-Shaw seismometers. More than 330 records 
were studied. 
We measured A, the maximum amplitude seen in the P-wave record, and 
T, the period at the maximum amplitude. An extension, mb, of the teleseismic 
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magnitude, mb, is defined usrng the maximum amplitude of the entire short-
period P wave rather than the maximum amplitude achieved in the first few 
cycles of the P wave: 
A 
mb = log Tg + Q(.6) (1.1) 
where Ag is the true amplitude of the maximum ground displacement obtained 
from A and the instrument gain at T, and Q(.6) is the empirical Gutenberg-
Richter distance calibration function for PZ waves (or PH waves for Wood-
Anderson records of the 1960 Chilean event). The period at the maximum 
amplitude, T, enters (1.1) explicitly, and implicitly through Ag because the 
gain depends strongly on T. Koyama and Zheng (1985) measured an average 
period of several cycles around the maximum amplitude (Koyama, pers. 
comm ., 1985). The range of T that we measured can be seen in Figure 1.4c. 
We also measured TM, the time between the first arrival of energy and the 
time of the maximum amplitude, and C, the coda length, which we define as 
the time from the first arrival until the peak-to-peak amplitude on the record 
has decreased to A/2; that is, until the amplitude has decreased to about 25% 
of its maximum value. Examples of picks of TM and C are shown in Figure 
1.1. The appendix contains Ag (in microns), T (sec), C (min.), TM (min.), and 
mb for each record. Table 1 presents average values of T, C, TM, and mb for 
each earthquake. Moment magnitude, Mw, and surface-wave magnitude, M5, 
are also listed for comparison (mostly taken from Lay, Kanamori, and Ruff, 
1982). All events in Table 1 are subduction-zone thrust events except: #4, 
which is an intraplate normal faulting event at the trench, #13, 14, 15, 16, 
and 18, which are strike-slip events, and #17, which is an intraplate thrust 
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TABLE l 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Event ID 
No. of T c T,, m. M. Ms 
St.ations (sec) (min ) (min) 
O Chile 1960 13 2.19 5.74 2.44 7.57 9.5 8.5 
l Alaska 1964 19 1.81 5.63 1.43 7.64 9.2 8.4 
2 Rat Island 1965* 17 1.48 5.08 0.77 7.19 8.7 8.2 
2.31 
3 Kurile Island 1963 20 1.73 3.30 1.49 7.23 8.5 8.1 
4 Sumbawa 1977 8 1.89 4.44 0.82 7.47 8.3 8.1 
5 Tokachi-Oki 1968 27 1.56 3.96 1.35 7.18 8.2 8.1 
6 Kurile Island 1969 9 1.67 3.39 0.70 6.90 8.2 7.8 
7 Colombia 1979 16 1.67 3.72 1.09 6.91 8.2 7.7 
8 Mindanao 1976 16 2.08 2.68 0.99 7.26 8.1 7.8 
9 Peru 1974 17 1.94 3.06 0.58 7.00 8.1 7.6 
10 Santa Cruz Island 1980 20 1.64 2.35 0.86 6.79 7.8 7.7 
11 Oaxaca 1978 17 2.18 2.35 0.35 6.87 7.6 7.8 
12 Petatlan 1979 18 1.81 2.37 0.32 6.71 7.6 7.6 
13 Tangshan 1976 21 1.55 3.47 " 0.29 6.76 7.45 7.7 
14 Guatemala 1976 17 1.56 3.88 0.89 6.66 7.5 7.5 
15 Turkey 1976 17 1.78 2.06 0.22 6.58 7.2 7.3 
16 Turkey 1967 22 1.51 2.06 0.21 6.38 7.4 7.1 
17 San Fernando 1971 26 1.26 0.82 0.03 6.41 6.6 6.7 
18 Imperial Valley 1979 19 1.60 1.75 0.30 5.92 6.5 6.5 
•For the Rat Island 1965 eanhquake, TM has a bimodal distribution: TM= 0.77 ± 0.30 and TM= 2.31 
± 0.26. 
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event. A comparison of mb and Ms for about 50 earthquakes with Ms of 5.0 to 
7 .5 indicates that for a given Ms, thrust earthquakes have m b about 1/4 units 
higher on the average than strike-slip earthquakes (Eissler and Kanamori, 
1985). 
The quality of the WWSSN records is very uneven. The standard devia-
tions in fib values are about 0.25, which is typical of most magnitude scales. 
The period, T, is the most difficult parameter to measure and, since the gain 
of the instrument depends on the period, uncertainty in T may account for 
some of the scatter in fib. 
Figure 1.2 shows that unlike mb, fib does not appear to saturate com-
pletely with increasing Mw. For example, mb for the 1964 Alaskan earthquake 
is 6.4, while fib is 7.6. A least-squares fit to the data shown in Figure 1.2 
yields the following relationship between fib and Mw: 
fib = 0.53 Mw + 2.70 (1.2) 
in the range Mw=6.5 to Mw=9.5. Since Mw is defined by 
Mw = (log M0 - 16.1)/1.5 , 
(1.1) and (1.2) imply, assuming Tis constant, that 
A a M o.35 
g 0 (1.3) 
where M0 is the seismic moment. 
Figure 1.3a shows a general increase in coda length with increasing Mw. 
Intuitively, the coda length should be proportional to fault length. In Figure 
l.3b, C is plotted against the rupture time (i.e., fault length, L, divided by 












Figure 1.2. mb vs. Mw. The vertical bars show the standard deviations around the 
average mb value. The number next to each data point refers to the event number in 
Table 1. The straight line was obtained by a least-squares fit to the data and follows 
equation (1.2) . The black squares represent the results of the simulation procedure 
discussed in Section 1.4. The events simulated are #0, 1, 2, 3, and 5 in Table 1. The 
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15 111 I 
(a) ( b) 
g 10 2 3 4 
RU PTURE LENGTH / V 
F igure 1.3. (a) Coda length vs. Mw. T he vertical bars show t he standard deviations 
around the average coda valu e. The number next to each data point refers to the 
event number in T able 1. (b) Coda length vs. rupt ure t ime . T he reference line 
shows the relat ion : coda length = fau lt length/ V + 1.5 minutes where V = rupture 
velocity = 2.5 km/sec (see text) . 
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contamination by aftershocks, different receiver effects, and, occasionally, the 
arrival of the phase PP. Nevertheless, the data support the interpretation 
that the coda is roughly equal to the rupture time plus a constant time. The 
reference line in Figure 1.3b represents the relationship C = L/V + 1.5 
minutes. We take V = 2.5 km/sec, which is typical of the rupture velocities 
summarized in Lay, Kanamori, and Ruff (1982). Fault plane dimensions are 
generally taken from Lay, Kanamori, and Ruff (1982). The extra 1 to 1.5 
minutes is probably partly caused by scattering at the source and at the 
receiver. It may also result from the contaminating effects mentioned above, 
or from our particular definition of coda length. 
In a general sense, the increase of TM with Mw seen in Figure 1.4a can be 
explained if we view the occurrence of the maximum amplitude as a statistical 
event that is composed of arrivals from various parts of a uniformly rough 
fault plane. In this case, TM should increase linearly with the length and 
width of the fault, hence its increase with Mw. However, the deviation of TM 
from a steady increase with Mw can be interpreted by considering the large-
scale asperities (here defined as stronger regions with higher than average 
moment release per unit area). If asperities are important in releasing short-
period energy, the distribution of moment release will interact statistically 
with random receiver or path effects to control TM· On average, TM should be 
proportional to the distance between the hypocenter and the most significant 
asperity. Figure 1.4b shows measured TM with standard deviation bars, plot-
ted against our estimate of the time between the initiation of rupture and the 
production of the maximum moment release per unit time. This quantity is 
estimated by adding the distance, D, from the hypocenter to the middle of the 
3.- 3 
(a) ( b) 
3 
~ ( c) 
t2b 
0 
~ f 2b 
. ~ 2 
E u -~ 2~ 
~ ~ t t3 
~ ~2f 15




: . lj11 16 14 5 2 
J,' ,L'' /~j1;f1~f,, I 7 s''' '1,' ' ' ! , ''' 1, '''I 
Mw g 10 
QIL"rtl :h~' I I I I I I I I 017 15, 16 1 I I I I I I I I ~I I I I I I I I I I 
!DI ST TO ASPE RJ T 3 
06 
y + W/ 2 l /V lminl 
7 8 
Mw 
Figure 1.4. (a) T ime from the beginning of t he P wave 1rntil the maximum ampli tude is achieved, TM vs . 
Mw . T he vertical bars show t he standard deviations in TM . T he number next to each data point refe rs 
to t he event number in Table 1. (b) TM vs. time for ru ptu re to propagate from hypocen ter to largest 
asperity (see text) . The reference line of slope 1 represents equation (1.4). (c) Period at maximum ampli-







largest asperity to half of the width of the fault plane, W, and dividing the 
sum by the rupture velocity, V: 
estimated TM~ D + W / 2 
v (1.4) 
Here we envision that after the rupture front arrives at a point, the slip 
motion there continues for W /V seconds. Then W /2V is half the duration of 
the slip motion. If the hypocenter is located within the largest asperity, then 
D is taken to be the radius of the asperity. 
The positions of the asperities are inf erred from studies in which long-
period V{V/SSN records are deconvolved to yield the location in time and 
space of the areas on the fault plane that generate the most long-period radia-
tion (with periods of 10 to 50 seconds). The moment release has been mapped 
by such methods for most of the earthquakes we are examining (Kikuchi, writ-
ten comm. 1984; Beck and Ruff, 1984, 1985; Stewart and Kanamori, 1982; 
Kanamori and Stewart, 1978; Ruff and Kanamori, 1983; Hartzell and Heaton, 
1983; Butler et al., 1979; Stewart and Cohn, 1979; Langston, 1978; Chae! and 
Stewart, 1982). 
For each earthquake, TM is an average; earthquake #2, Rat Island, 1965, 
possesses a markedly bimodal distribution of TM that is quite consistent with 
Kikuchi's and with Ruff and Kanamori's (1983) pattern of asperities. Both 
deconvolutions show two large asperities, one near the hypocenter and the 
other about 200 km to the west. Therefore, we separated the T M's for Rat 
Island, 1965, into two groups (TM=0.77 ±0.31 minutes and TM=2.31 ±0.26 
minutes), and calculated two estimated T ~/s based on the distances to the two 
asperities. The results are plotted in Figure l.4b as points 2a and 2b. The 
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generally good agreement in Figure 1.4b between the data and our estimate 
suggests that short-period radiation is on average generated preferentially in 
the same regions of the fault plane as longer-period radiation (with periods of 
10 to 50 seconds). 
The period at the maximum amplitude, T, is plotted against moment 
magnitude, Mw, in Figure 1.4c. T is longer than 0.7 seconds, the period of the 
peak in the WWSSN short-period response curve, because the instrument 
response is multiplied in the frequency domain by a source spectrum that 
decreases as period decreases. Figure 1.4c suggests that despite large scatter, 
T remains almost constant as Mw increases. The two smallest earthquakes, 
San Fernando, 1971, and Imperial Valley, 1979, have shorter periods. It 
should be noted that T is usually about 0.4 seconds longer than the average 
period of the P wave (Boore, 1986). 
1.3 Implications for Local Magnitude 
Although it is known (Brune, 1970; Kanamori, 1979) that local magni-
tude, ML, appears to saturate for California strike-slip events at about 7 1/4, 
the behavior of ML is not known for great thrust earthquakes. Since mb and 
ML represent the amplitude of seismic waves at about the same period, the 
behavior of ML for great earthquakes may be similar to mb. However, the rup-
ture plane-site geometry may be an important factor. Since mb is determined 
at teleseismic distances, seismic radiation from the entire fault plane contri-
butes to mb equally. In contrast, ML, which is determined in the near-field, 
weights the closest part of the fault plane more heavily. Hence, it is possible 
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that ML for great thrust earthquakes saturates as Mw increases, even though 
ffit does not. 
1.4 Application to Strong Motion Prediction 
In this section we illustrate how our teleseismic data can constrain strong 
motion modeling of great earthquakes. Kanamori (1979) simulated the rupture 
of a one-dimensional strike-slip fault. Here we extend his approach to a two-
dimensional, dipping fault plane. The fault plane is divided into subfaults and 
empirical Green's functions (or subevents) are superimposed with some ran-
domness. The technique of superposition of Green's functions has been used 
by many workers and can be implemented in different ways. Our procedure 
adheres to two principles: 1) it is consistent with gross seismological parame-
ters of the event to be simulated and the subevent, such as total moment, 
fault dimensions, and presence of large scale asperities, and 2) it incorporates 
randomness in several different ways. 
In our procedure the displacement at the site can be expressed as 
I J 
d( t) = I: I: fij( t-7Jij) 
i=lj=l 
(1.5) 
where fii( t) is the displacement at the site due to the ijth point source, tis time, 
I and J are the number of subfaults into which the two-dimensional fault plane 
is divided in length and width, and 1Jii is the delay applied to the ij-th subfault 
to simulate rupture propagation. To make the procedure physically realistic, 
we chose I and J so that the length and width of the subfault are equal to the 
length and width of the subevent rupture. 1Jii is calculated by dividing the 
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distance from the hypocenter to the ij-th subfault by a rupture velocity chosen 
from a random Gaussian distribution. The rupture front is thus roughly circu-
las. 
In usmg this method we neglect the effects of radiation pattern and 
dispersion and assume that attenuation and geometrical spreading can be 
approximated by a power law decay in amplitude with distance. With these 
assumptions, fii(t) can be written 
(1.6) 
where gii(t) is the displacement at the site due to the ij-th subfault at distance 
~0 , the distance at which the subevent record was written, ~ii is the distance 
between the ij-th subfault and the site, p is the power of the attenuation, and 
c is the phase velocity (assumed to be 6.0 km/sec for the teleseismic calcula-
tion and 3.0 km/sec for the near-field calculation). ~ii is calculated from the 
3-dimensional relationship of the dipping fault plane to the site. 
It remains to obtain gii by summing subevent records: 
niJ 
gij(t) = mii ~ g0(t-Tijk) 
k=l 
(1.7) 
where g0( t) is the subevent record, Tiik is a time delay, Iljj is determined from 
the strength of the subfault, and mii is a factor near 1 chosen so that an 
integral number of subevent records, fijj, can sum to a desired subfault 
moment. That is, nij=[Mi/m0] and mii=Mij / (Djj m0) where Mii is the moment 
assigned to each subfault, m0 is the moment of the subevent, and [ ] means 
nearest integer to the argument. In our implementation Mii can be drawn 
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from one of two Gaussian distributions, of which one represents weak zones 
and the other stronger zones (asperities). We specify the average values and 
the standard deviations of the Gaussian distributions so that the total moment 
of the subevents sums to the moment, M0, of the event to be simulated. That 
is, < Mii > = Mo/ IJ where < > means the average value of the argument. riik 
m (1.7) is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and nur 
where r is a somewhat arbitrary time; we chose r to be roughly the effective 
width of the time function of the subevent. The calculation is not sensitive to 
r. ks discussed in Kanamori (1979), randomly picking riik is a middle course 
between the two extremes of summing all the subevent records at once (e.g., 
gij(t)=mijniig0(t)) and delaying each subevent record by a uniform time (e.g., 
nu 
gij(t)=mii :E g0(t-kr)). Using the first scheme increases the maximum amplitude 
k=l 
of simulated ground motions produced by a long strike-slip rupture by a factor 
of 4 compared to the second scheme (see Figure 7 of Kanamori, 1979). The 
middle course of picking riik randomly produces amplitudes half as large as the 
first and twice as large as the second scheme. 
To make this calculation we must choose an appropriate subevent and a 
typical subevent record to serve as g0(t). We chose the 1971 San F ernando 
earthquake (#17 in Table 1; Mw = 6.6) because it was a thrust event that was 
well-recorded in both the near- and far-field. For the San Fernando earth-
quake, we chose r to be 2 seconds (Langston, 1978). We used the Matsushiro, 
Japan, short-period WWSSN record (ti.0 = 80°) as g0(t). \ l\f e simulated five 
great subduction earthquakes (1950 Chile, 1954 Alaska, 1955 Rat Is., 1953 
Kurile Is., and 1958 Tokachi-Oki), using the summation procedure outlined 
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above. The dip of the fault plane was assumed to be 30°. We chose a rupture 
velocity of 2.5 km/sec with a standard deviation of 0.3 km/sec. Attenuation 
was not included in the teleseismic simulations (eg . .6.ii~.6. 0 or, equivalently, 
p=O in (1.6)). Therefore the simulated WWSSN records must be considered 
to be at the same distance as g0(t ). For simplicity, we took all Mij's to be 
equal. Examples of the observed and simulated traces are shown in Figure 1.5. 
For each earthquake, an average mb is calculated from 5 or more simulations 
with different random seeds. The resulting simulated mb's are shown as black 
squares in Figure 1.2. The simulated mb's are about 0.3 mb units larger than 
the observed mb's (except for the 1960 Chilean earthquake). Considering that 
the difference in moment between the subevent and the event to be simulated 
is three to four orders of magnitude, the agreement between the observed and 
the simulated mb's is good. The entire fault plane was assumed to have uni-
form strength in the teleseismic simulations. Including large-scale asperities 
increased the displacement amplitudes only about 20% (Houston and 
Kanamori, 1984). 
This simulation procedure can be applied to predict the amplitude and 
duration of strong-ground motion given the rupture plane and moment of an 
earthquake by choosing for g0( t) a near-field strong motion record. Coats, 
Kanamori, and Houston (1984) used the method described above to simulate 
the near-field motions at Anchorage, Alaska caused by the 1964 Alaska earth-
quake. As various g0(t )'s, Coats et al. (1984) used three 1971 San Fernando 
strong-motion records written at distances of 40 km to 110 km: H121, N191, 
and 0206 (Hudson et al., 1969). The dip of the fault plane was prescribed to 
be 15°. The calculations assumed an average rupture velocity of 3.0 km/sec 
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Figure 1.5. A comparison between actual records and the simulated records for five great earthquakes. 
Length and width of the fault plane and the number of subevent records summed are given on the right. 
Minute marks are visible on the WWSSN and Benioff records . Distances and gains are given for the 
WWSSN and Benioff records. The amplitude of the ground motion in microns is shown next to each 
trace. The record from WWSSN station MAT of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake has been digitized 
and serves as the su beven t record. It is shown both to scale and expanded 17 times for ease of viewing. 
All simulated traces represent teleseismic records at a distance of 80°, which is the dist ance from San Fer-
nando to the station MAT. Note the similarity in duration and time to the maximum amplitude between 




with a standard deviation of 0.3 km/sec. They included the large asperity 
determined from deconvolutions of long-period body waves (Ruff and 
Kanamori, 1983); subfaults within the asperity were assumed to release about 
twice as much moment as subfaults in the weak zone. Using uniform moment 
release decreased the velocities at the site by a factor of about 1.3 over those 
produced by the fault plane containing the asperity. This factor would 
increase if the asperity were assumed to be stronger. Both amplitude and 
duration of the strong motion were somewhat sensitive to the degree of 
attenuation that was assumed. The power, p, in (1.6) is prescribed to be 1.7. 
Coats et al. (1984) computed M1 's of 7.4 to 7.8 and peak-to-peak displace-
ments at the site averaging 35 cm. The duration of significant motion 
exceeded 3 minutes. It is not clear whether the M1 's should be adjusted down 
by the amount that the simulated mb for 1964 Alaska is too high. Ultimately, 
small earthquakes from a given seismogenic zone recorded at the site under 
consideration can be used as subevents, thus reducing the considerable uncer-
tainty caused by propagation and site effects. 
The success of a summation scheme depends on the way m which the 
subevent records are superposed (see, for example, Joyner and Boore, 1986). 
This can be understood in the frequency domain as a requirement that the 
summation procedure take the spectrum of the subevent to an appropriate 
spectrum for the earthquake to be simulated. The discrepancy between the 
actual and simulated n1b seen in Figure 1.2 could be due to the choice of a very 
impulsive, high stress-drop earthquake to serve as the subevent. In an essen-
tially similar approach, strong motions can be modeled in the frequency 
domain directly (e.g., Boore, 1983) if the source spectrum of the event to be 
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simulated can be assumed (for example, the source spectra determined in 
Chapter 2 could be used). Such modeling should be consistent with the tele-
seismic data presented above. 
1.5 Conclusions 
A new teleseismic body-wave magnitude, mb, is defined using the max-
imum amplitude of the P wave rather than the amplitude in the first few 
cycles of the P wave. Analysis of VVWSSN short-period teleseismic records of 
19 large to great earthquakes shows that mb does not saturate with increasing 
Mw. The empirical relation between mb and Mw is given by (1.2). We chose 
to further parameterize the complex short-period waveform by the coda length 
and the build-up time to the maximum amplitude. These data are consistent 
with a simple model of rupture propagating at a velocity of 2.5 km/sec across 
a fault plane with asperities. Figure 1.4b confirms that short-period waves are 
generated preferentially in the same regions of the fault plane as longer-period 
waves ·with periods of 10 to 50 seconds, and to some extent supports the map-
ping of moment release on the fault plane performed by other workers by 
deconvolutions of long-period waves. 
An application to strong motion modeling is presented in which a 1971 
San Fernando teleseismic short-period record is summed up to simulate tele-
seismic records produced by five great earthquakes. The summation procedure 
matches the moment of the event to be simulated, and includes rupture propa-
gation, fault plane roughness, and randomness. The mb data constrains the 
summation procedure at periods of 1 to 2 seconds. The simulated mb's are 
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about 0.3 mb units larger than the observed mb's (except for the 1960 Chilean 
earthquake) . Considering that the difference in moment between the subevent 
and the event to be simulated is three to four orders of magnitude, the agree-
ment between the observed and the simulated mb's is good. This method can 
also be evaluated in the frequency domain using the source spectra that we 
will determine from digital records in Chapter 2. Thus constrained at short 
periods by teleseismic data, this summation procedure can be more confidently 
used with near-field strong motion records as Green's functions to predict 
strong motions from great earthquakes. 
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Chapter 2 
The Teleseismic Source Spectrum 
Abstract 
We analyze the spectra of short- and intermediate-period teleseismic 
GDSN records for 7 earthquakes with Mw's of 6.4 to 7 .8 and hand-digitized 
short-period WWSSN records of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. 
Significant differences exist between the spectra of different events, due partly 
to variations in tectonic setting or seismic coupling. Using the digital data, we 
also investigate the relationship between time-domain amplitude and spectral 
amplitude for short-period P-waves. From our empirical relation between 
spectral amplitude and time-domain amplitude, we estimate the spectral 
amplitudes implied by the fib data presented in Chapter 1. We compare our 
results to the w-2 and Gusev spectral models. Neither model can completely 
represent the data. Nevertheless, we consider the w-2 model a useful reference 
model for comparing different events. The average source spectrum of 6 large 




Several theoretical studies have been made to relate the seismic source 
spectrum to rupture processes (Haskell, 1964, 1966; Aki, 1967; Brune, 1970). 
Also, many investigators have estimated the source spectrum empirically (e.g., 
Aki, 1972, 1983; Gusev 1983). Various spectral models have been proposed, 
both theoretically and empirically. Important differences exist between these 
models. Previous empirical approaches to obtaining source spectra have been 
indirect, often deduced from comparisons of mb, M8, and other magnitude 
scales. Since mb is a measurement at one period, and since it is determined 
from the first few cycles of the P-wave train only, it does not always represent 
the source spectrum correctly. 
In the past few years, high-quality broadband digital data have become 
available from Global Digital Seismic Network (GDSN). Since the nature of 
the source spectrum is important to understand the earthquake rupture pro-
cess and for empirical prediction of strong ground motion (as in Boore, 1983), 
we investigate this problem by analyzing these records. 
We analyze GDSN records for 7 earthquakes of magnitude 6.4 to 7.8. 
The digital data are Fourier transformed. The resulting displacement spectra 
are corrected for instrument response, attenuation, geometrical spreading, and 
radiation pattern, and then averaged to determine the source spectra from 1 to 
30 seconds. Using digitally-recorded or hand-digitized records, we also estimate 
empirically the relationship between time-domain amplitude and spectral 
amplitude for short-period P-waves. This enables us to estimate spectral 
amplitudes at about 2 sec from mb determined in Chapter 1. Combining those 
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spectral amplitudes with the directly determined spectra, we determine source 
spectra for earthquakes with Mw= 6.4 to 9.5. We discuss the implications of 
these data for source spectral models. 
2.2 Spectral Analysis of Broadband Data 
We study seven earthquakes recorded by GDSN including five large 
subduction-zone thrust events (1983 Akita-Oki, 1980 Santa Cruz Is., 1983 
North Chile, 1982 Tonga Is., 1983 Costa Rica), a normal-faulting event (1983 
Chagos Ridge), and a California thrust event (1983 Coalinga). We also 
analyze teleseismic hand-digitized WWSSN records of the 1971 San Fernando 
earthquake used by Langston (1978). The events and the stations used for 
each event are listed in Table 1. 
We analyzed both intermediate-period records from DWWSSN and RSTN 
stations, and short-period records from DWWSSN, SRO, and ASRO stations. 
The short-period DWWSSN, SRO, and ASRO instrument responses peak 
between 0.5 and 0.7 seconds and fall off about as w-2 between 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz 
(1 and 10 seconds). The broadband intermediate-period DWWSSN and 
RSTN responses peak at 1 second, but fall off only as w-1 between 1 Hz and 
0.1 Hz. A total of 91 records is used. We use only unclipped or slightly 
clipped records. 
For the well-recorded Akita-Oki event, excellent coherence is observed 
from station to station, and between the intermediate- and short-period 
records at a given station. Figure 2.1 shows some of these records. We win-
dow, taper, and Fourier transform the P-wave train. The window length is 
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TABLE 7 
RECORDS USED JN SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
Station Type ~ (°) Azimuth (0 ) R,~ c 
Akita -Oki , Japan 26 May 1983 subduction 
M . = 7.8 thrust 
CTAO SP ASRO 60.7 172.3 0.80 1.79 
KONO SP ASRO 71.9 335.7 0.86 1.84 
COL IP DWWSSN 47.2 33.7 1.41 1.73 
LON IP DWWSSN 67.2 47.3 1.44 1.81 
HON IP DWWSSN 56.0 89.8 1.64 1.76 
KEV IPDWWSSN 59.6 338.1 0.81 1.79 
AF! IP DWWSSN 70.7 128.8 1.17 1.83 
BER IP DWWSSN 72.6 338.0 0.87 1.84 
TAU IP DWWSSN 83.4 173.9 0.93 1.88 
RSNT IP RSTN 62.7 30.3 1.31 1.80 
RSSD IP RSTN 78.4 40.9 1.30 1.87 
RSNY IP RSTN 90.0 23.3 1.16 1.90 
RSON IP RSTN 77.9 31.0 1.24 1.87 
Santa Cruz Islands 17 July 1980 subduction 
M . = 7.8 thrust 
CHTO SP SRO 73.0 294.2 0.98 1.84 
NWAO SP SRO 48.8 237.1 0.78 1.73 
TATO SP SRO 57.2 310.8 0.91 1.77 
MAJO SP ASRO 55.4 332.9 0.98 1.76 
SNZO SP SRO 29.8 166.5 0.93 1.63 
GUMO SP SRO 33.3 320.4 0.82 1.65 
Chagos Ridge, Indian Ocean 30 November 1983 
Normal 
M . = 7.7 
GUMO SP SRO 75.0 74.0 0.84 1.85 
NWAO SP SRO 49.2 128.1 0.76 1.73 
KONO SP ASRO 82.6 332.9 1.32 1.88 
KEV IP DWWSSN 82.5 345.6 1.29 1.88 
SLR IP DWWSSN 45.8 240.6 0.86 1.71 
TAU IP DWWSSN 74 .5 132.5 0.93 1.85 
North Chile 4 October 1983 subduction 
M . = 7.6 thrust 
SCP IP DWWSSN 67.6 354.2 0.77 1.82 
LON IPDWWSSN 86.5 327.5 0.72 1.89 
SLR IPDWWSSN 86.2 116.9 1.19 1.89 
TOL IP DWWSSN 90.8 45.1 1.23 1.91 
ANMO SP SRO 70.0 329.3 0.62 1.83 
SNZO SP SRO 89.1 223.2 0.96 1.90 
JAS SP DWWSSN 79.4 322.1 0.70 1.87 
Tonga-Kermadec Trench 19 December 1982 subduction 
M. = 7.5 thrust 
COL SP DWWSSN 91.5 11.6 0.84 1.91 
LON SP DWWSSN 85.9 34.0 0.85 1.89 
JAS SP DWWSSN 80.8 41.3 0.86 1.87 
TAU SP DWWSSN 35.6 229.2 1.49 1.66 
ANMO SP SRO 88.2 50.4 0.92 1.90 
CTAO SP ASRO 35.3 269.0 1.97 1.66 
Costa Rica 3 April 1983 subduction 
M •. = 7.4 thrust 
SCP JPDWWSSN 32.3 7.5 1.92 1.64 
COL IPDWWSSN 71.5 336.0 1.35 1.84 
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TABLE I-Continued 
LON IP DWWSSN 50.2 326.0 1.35 1.74 
TOL IP DWWSSN 76.0 51.1 1.33 1.86 
BER IP DWWSSN 81.7 30.1 1.42 1.88 
AN.MO SP SRO 33.6 324.1 1.39 1.65 
GRFO SP SRO 86.2 40.4 1.32 1.89 
ZOBO SP ASRO 29.0 149.1 0.54 1.62 
KONO SP ASRO 83.9 30.7 1.39 1.89 
HON SP DWWSSN 72.8 289.6 0.87 1.84 
KEV SP DWWSSN 88.6 19.l 1.37 1.90 
AFI SP DWWSSN 90.l 256.2 0.86 1.91 
RSCP IP RSTN 26.9 355.6 1.86 1.61 
RSSD IP RSTN 39.7 336.3 1.56 1.68 
RSNY IP RSTN 36.5 10.4 1.91 1.66 
RSON IP RSTN 43.0 350.2 1.72 1.70 
Coalinga 2MayJ983 intraplate 
M. = 6.4 thrust 
ZOBO SP ASRO 71.9 126.9 0.91 1.84 
MAJO SP ASRO 77.2 306.1 1.40 1.86 
KONO SP ASRO 75.7 23.6 0.98 1.85 
SCP SP DWWSSN 33.2 70.0 0.54 1.64 
HO N SP DWWSSN 40.0 256.l 1.14 1.68 
KE\" SP DWWSSN 71.5 11.4 1.14 1.84 
AFI SP DWWSSN 69.7 234 .3 0.88 1.83 
COL IP DWWSSN 33.0 338.8 1.79 1.64 
San Fernando 9 February 1971 intraplate 
M, = 6.6 thrust 
BLA SP WWSSN 30.8 73.7 0.92 1.63 
AFI SP WWSSN 69.9 236.l 1.10 1.83 
MAT SP WWSSN 79.7 307.2 1.07 1.87 
KEV SP WWSSN 73.l 11.9 0.89 1.84 
NUR SP WWSSN 80.7 17.6 0.96 1.87 
KTG SP WWSSN 60.l 22.7 0.79 1.79 
PTO SP WWSSN 80.9 46.0 0.99 1.88 
OGD SP WWSSN 34.9 65.9 0.89 1.65 
GIE SP WWSSN 42.5 135.9 1.27 1.70 
PEL SP WWSSN 80.7 141.6 1.26 1.87 
KIP SP WWSSN 37.1 260.2 0.90 1.67 
NAT SP WWSSN 87.2 98.5 1.18 1.90 
BHP SP WWSSN 43.6 116.2 1.17 1.70 
ARE SP WWSSN 67.4 130.7 1.23 1.82 
HNR SP WWSSN 88.5 257.6 1.12 1.90 
ALE SP WWSSN 51.8 8.0 0.72 1.75 
AQU SP WWSSN 91.8 33.6 1.06 1.91 
ATL SP WWSSN 28.2 82.3 0.96 1.62 
CUM SP WWSSN 54.4 102.2 1.11 1.76 
ESK SPWWSSN 74.9 32.4 0.92 1.85 
GDH SP WWSSN 49.4 25.l 0.75 1.73 
KON SP WWSSN 76.9 24.3 0.93 1.86 
STU SP WWSSN 85.0 31.7 1.00 1.89 
TRI SP WWSSN 89.3 31.4 1.04 1.90 
FBC SP WWSSN 42.2 30.4 .76 1.69 
SCH SP WWSSN 40.9 43.8 0.80 1.69 
STJ SP WWSSN 49.8 53.8 0.85 1.74 
FCC SP WWSSN 29.2 26.0 0.77 1.62 
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RSSD IP RSTN 
78.4° 
----
R.SNY IP RSTN 
90.0° 
RSON IP RSTN 
KEV IP DWWSSN 
59.6° 
Figure 2.1. Examples of digital intermediate- and short-period seismograms from the 
GDSN Network for the 1983 Akita-Oki earthquake. For each record, instrument type 
and distance are given. Brackets show the portion of the P wave that is windowed 
and Fourier transformed. 
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given by the coda length as defined in our analysis of WWSSN records above. 
Typical coda lengths are 1 to 3 minutes. 
After removing the appropriate instrument response from the spectra, we 
correct for attenuation with a constant t* = 0.7 sec where t* is the P-wave 
attenuation parameter defined by t* = Jds/Q(s) a(s). Here Q(s) and a(s) are 
s 
the quality factor and the P-wave velocity along the ray path s, and the 
integral is taken along s. 
Admittedly, t* depends on station distance (Kanamori, 1967), frequency 
(Der and Lees, 1984), and tectonic province (Der and Lees, 1984). However, in 
the interest of simplicity and because the detailed behavior of t* is not well 
known for all the source-station paths used in this study, we chose a constant 
t*. The effect of using Der and Lees' (1984) QPST model for t* compared to 
using a constant t*=0.7 sec is to lower the spectral amplitude at the source by 
a factor of 1.1 at 2 seconds and a factor of 1.6 at 1 second. Spectral ampli-
tudes are not significantly affected at periods longer than 2 seconds. 
Another frequency-dependent effect is the amplification of waves as they 
travel toward the surface through material of decreasing velocity. This effect 
is discussed by Boore (1986) and Gusev (1983). It tends to amplify short-
period waves more than long period waves, and, therefore, operates in the 
same direction as Der and Lees' (1984) frequency-dependent t*. Boore (1986) 
estimates that the near-surface amplification effect will increase 1-second 
amplitudes by a factor of 1.32 more than 10-second amplitudes. Gusev (1983) 
finds this factor to be 1.78. 10-second energy is amplified by a factor of only 
1.10 according to Boore (1986) and not at all according to Gusev (1983). Since 
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it depends on the station site, we chose to ignore it. Because of the m ::; le ct of 
the frequency dependence of t* and the near-surface amplification eff,;ct, spec-
tral amplitudes at 1 second could be slightly uncertain. However, our estimate 
of the spectral amplitudes at periods longer than 2 seconds is cc asidered reli-
able. 
Each spectrum is further corrected for distance (geometrical spreading), 
radiation pattern, and free-surface receiver effect. Then, fo r each earthquake, 
6 to 16 corrected spectra are averaged together in a logarit hmic sense (that is, 
we average the logarithm of the spectral amplitude). W e thus obtain the aver-
age moment rate spectrum, or equivalently, momen t rate spectral density, 
~ (w), for each earthquake according to: 
l wt• l ~ u(w) I(w) (2.1) 
where p and a are the density and P-wave velocity at the source, RE is the 
radius of the earth, g( ..6:.) represents geometrical spreading, Re¢ is the effective 
radiation pattern of the P-wave train that includes the P, pP, and sP phases, 
C is the free-surface receiver effect, t* represents attenuation, I(w) is the instru-
ment response, and u(w) is the observed displacement spectrum. The symbol 
'~' in (2.1) denotes a Fourier transformed quantity. 
In all these events the crust is involved in faulting. Hence, we take p = 
2.8 gm/ cm3 and a = 6.5 km/se c for the larger events, and p = 2.65 gm/ cm3 
and a = 6.1 km/sec for the shallower California events. Geometric spreading, 
g(..6. ), is taken from Kanamcri and Stewart's (1976) Figure 8. The radiation 
pattern and free-surface receiver effect, Re¢ and C, are computed from the 
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station distance and azimuth and the focal mechanism of the event. The 
effective radiation pattern, R 8¢, is obtained by first computing the amplitudes 
of the P, pP, and sP phases at the station using equation (8) of Kanamori and 
Stewart (1976), and then taking the root-mean-square value. A similar pro-
cedure is used by Boore and Boatwright (1984). 
In reality, the three phases will interfere to yield a frequency-dependent 
radiation pattern. However, this is not important in an average sense, espe-
cially for extended ruptures. To show this, we divide a dipping fault plane 
into subfaults, choose the point where rupture begins, and let rupture pro-
pagate with an average rupture velocity. For each subfault, we calculate the 
amplitudes of the P, pP, and sP phases (which depend on the fault mechan-
ism) and the time delays of the pP and sP phases after P (which depend on 
the depth of the subfault and the position of the receiver). We sum the 
arrivals in time (each arrival is simply a spike), Fourier transform, and divide 
the spectrum by the spectrum of the P arrivals only, to normalize it. The 
resulting spectrum is essentially the radiation pattern as a function of fre-
quency. Figure 2.2 shows the average of eight such spectra computed at 
different azimuths for a thrust mechanism on a 150 km by 70 km fa ult plane 
dipping 30° divided into 105 subfaults. The average radiation pattern ratio 
exhibits little frequency dependence and matches the average scalar radiation 
pattern ratio, V(RP)2 + (RPP)2 + (RsP)2 /RP where Rx represents the ampli-
tude of the phase X. This justifies our use of ~ frequency-independent radia-
tion pattern. 
The spectrum of each record in Table 1 is corrected according to (2.1). 




Figure 2.2. Average radiation pattern ratio as a function of frequency for an 
extended fault model in a half-space . We divide [P + pP + sP](w) by P(w) for each of 
eight azimuths and average the results around an extended thrust event on a fault-
plane that dips 30°. The vertical lines show standard deviations of the average at 
selected frequencies. The horizontal line represents the average of the ratios of the 
scalar radiation pattern ratio, J(RP)2 + (RPP) 2 + (R5P)2 /RP . The good comparison 
justifies our use of the frequency-independent scalar radiation pattern in computing 
the source spectrum. 
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Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Theoretical spectra for an w-2 model are shown as a ref er-
ence (for a description of the model, see (2.4) below). The spectral values at 
the low-frequency end of the spectrum in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 were obtained 
from the scalar seismic moments determined from long-period waves. The 
standard deviations of the average are shown by vertical bars. The scatter 
seems to be caused by path and receiver-site effects, since removing the effects 
of distance, distance-dependent t*, radiation pattern, and the free-surface 
receiver effect caused the standard deviations to decrease less than 20%. In 
this connection, Koyama and Zheng (1985) have observed that short-period P-
waves do not follow the P-wave radiation pattern. Considering the uncertain-
ties in our method of reduction and the scatter in the data, we must be careful 
not to overinterpret the results. However, it is evident in Figure 2.3 that the 
Tongan earthquake has proportionally less high-frequency energy than the 
other five events. This can be interpreted as the result of weaker coupling of 
the subduction interface caused by the greater age and density of the subduct-
ing sea-floor (Ruff and Kanamori, 1980). The Costa Rica earthquake spectrum 
falls between that of the Tongan and Akita-Oki events. 
Figure 2.4 shows source spectra of the two California events, Coalinga 
and San Fernando, with the w-2 spectral model as a reference. Figures 2.3 and 
2.4 illustrate the pitfalls of considering only spectral slopes or approximating 
the w-2 model by a line of slope 0 and a line of slope -2. The roll-off actually 
occurs over nearly a decade in frequency. A straight line fit to the Akita-Oki 
spectrum by least squares between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz has a slope of -1.75, but it 
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9.3 CHAGOS RIDGE 
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9.3 COSTA RICA 
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of the average moment rate spectra for six earthquakes. The 
dashed curves show theoretical spectra for an w-2 model. These curves are shown as a 
reference . The spectral values at the low-frequency end were obtained from the scalar 
seismic moment determined from long-period waves. The vertical bars show standard 
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Figure 2.4 . Moment rate spectra for two California earthquakes. See caption for Fig-
ure 2.3 . 
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2.3 Relation Between mb and Spectral Amplitude 
We can obtain source spectra from GDSN records as described above only 
for recent earthquakes; the largest earthquake that was well-recorded on 
GDSN has Mw=7.8. For great earthquakes, only mb's measured from 
WWSSN records are available. In this section we use the mb data to estimate 
spectral amplitudes at short periods. For Mw=9.0 and 8.0, we estimate an 
average mb=7.48 and 6.95, respectively, from (1.1), and an average period, 
T=l.8 seconds, from Figure 1.4c. We fix the distance, .6., at about the aver-
age of the station distances used to calculate mb; we take .6.=75°. Then (1.1) 
gives the average maximum ground motion from body waves, Ag = 10.8µ and 
5.1µ, at .6.=75° for Mw = 9.0 and 8.0, respectively. 
The conventional procedure for relating time-domain amplitude of a sig-
nal to its spectral amplitude is to postulate that 
(2.2) 
where A is the maximum amplitude in the time domain, ii(w0 ) is spectral 
amplitude at the angular frequency where A is measured or defined, and CD is 
some measure of the duration of the signal. For well-dispersed waves (e.g. 20 
second surface waves) m can be taken to be 0 (Aki, 1967). However, the 
appropriate value for m in (2.2) is not obvious for complex short-period body 
waves. If the wave-train is approximated by a sine wave modulated by a 
Gaussian envelope of amplitude A and duration CD, then (2.2) applies with 
m=l. That approximation naturally produces a very sharp spike in the spec-
trum, and ignores the random nature of short-period waves. If the wave-train 
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is approximated by a random signal of maximum amplitude A and duration 
CD with an appropriate bandwidth, then in (2.2) m is 0.5 (Koyama and Zheng, 
1985, equation A12). 
We prefer an empirical approach to estimate u(w0 =27r/T) from A. For 
the digital data, both time-domain and spectral amplitudes are known, so we 
plot log [A/u(w0 )] vs. Mw in Figure 2.5. We use available short-period records 
from the GDSN stations listed in Table 1, as well as short-period GDSN 
records of the 1984 Morgan Hill, California, 1978 Oaxaca, 1979 Petatlan, and 
1979 Colombia earthquakes. The last three events are included in Table 1 of 
Chapter 1. Two hand-digitized records are used: the 1964 Alaskan earthquake 
recorded by a Wood-Anderson seismograph at Pasadena, California, and the 
1960 Chilean earthquake recorded by a Willmore short-period vertical seismo-
graph at Halifax, Canada. The Wood-Anderson response is deconvolved from 
the 1964 Alaska record, and a standard short-period DWWSSN response is 
convolved with the resulting ground displacement. The simulated short-period 
record is then treated like the GDSN records. We obtain two values of log 
[A/u(w0 )] from Figure 2.5 that correspond to Mw=8.0 and Mw=9.0 and are 
shown by X's. 
The reference line in Figure 2.5 represents (2.2) with m=0.25. This can 
be seen by applying the standard scaling relation between moment and length, 
(Mo a L3), and the proportionality between fault length and coda duration 
demonstrated in Figure 1.3b. Although the data for great earthquakes are 
sparse, m does not seem to be a strong function of Mw or C, so that (2.2) may 








Figure 2.5. Ratio of time-domain amplitude to spectral amplitude as a function of 
Mw. Ag is time-domain amplitude at period , T, and U(w0 ) is frequency-domain ampli-
tude at w
0 
= 271" / T after the instrument response is removed . The X's show the 
ratios used in this study to estimate spectral amplitudes from mb. The reference line 
represents equation (2.2) with m=0.25 . 
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Finally, the moment rate spectral density, M (w0 ), is calculated from u(w0 ) 
by (2.1) using the following parameters: as before, p = 2.8 gm/cm3 and a = 
6.5 km/sec, g(.6.) = 0.3, C = 1.8, Re.p = 1.0, and t* = 0.7 sec. The moment 
rate spectral densities thus estimated from mb and T are 
~ 1 { 8.8 X 1025 dyne-cm for Mw = 9.0 
M 0.55 Hz= = 
( 1.8 sec) 1.9 X 1025 dyne-cm for Mw = 8.0. 
(2.3) 
In the same way that (2.3) was determined, we can determine M (0.55Hz) 
for the 1964 Alaskan earthquake (Mw=9.2). From Table 1 of Chapter 1, mb 
is 7 .64 and T is 1.81 sec. Therefore, Ag is 12.5 µ at a distance of 75°. We 
choose log [A/u(w0 )] = -0.44 from Figure 2.5. Then for the 1964 Alaskan 
earthquake 
M (0.55 Hz) = 1.3 X 1026 dyne-cm 
in contrast to Koyama and Zheng's (1985) estimate of 1.7 X 1027 dyne-cm (at 
1.4 sec, Koyama, written comm.). Koyama and Zheng's estimate is larger 
than ours for two main reasons. First, they use a t* of about 1.4 sec compared 
to our t* of 0.7 sec. This difference tends to overestimate the source spectrum 
by a factor of 5. In addition, their estimate of spectral density from time-
domain amplitude is based on their equation A12, which overestimates the 
spectrum by a factor of 1.5 to 2 (see Koyama and Zheng, 1985, Figure A3). 
Our estimate of M (0.55 Hz) from mb from the 1964 Alaskan earthquake is 
consistent with (1.3 times larger than) the spectrum obtained from the 
Pasadena Wood-Anderson record of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake (see below 
and Figure 2.7c). 
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2.4 Discussion: Comparison of Data with Spectral Models 
Figure 2.6 compares four spectra from GDSN records and the spectral 
amplitudes that we estimated from the mb data to an w-2 spectral model given 
by: 
• We [ f:::.a l + with corner frequency, 
2
7r = 0.49,B Mo (2.4) 
with stress parameter, t::.a=30 bars, and S-wave velocity, ,8=3.75 km/sec 
(Brune, 1970). The spectral amplitudes estimated from mb and given in (2.3) 
are shown in Figure 2.6 by dots whose error bars represent the change in 
:M (w0 ) associated with a change of± 0.17 in mb, which is the standard error of 
the estimate of the least squares fit to mb vs. Mw. Figure 2.6 also compares 
the same data to the Gusev source spectral model. The Gusev spectral model 
was constructed empirically from a synthesis of different magnitude relations 
(Gusev, 1983; Aki, 1983, 1972). Hence, it is a more complicated model than 
the w-2 model, as shown by its lack of similitude. For large moments, the 
Gusev model predicts decreased amplitudes at 10 to 20 seconds and enhanced 
amplitudes at about 2 seconds compared to the w-2 model with t::.a=30 bars. 
Of the digitally recorded events, the Akita-Oki earthquake fits the w-2 model 
better than it fits the Gusev model, the Costa Rica earthquake fits the Gusev 
model better, and the Tonga earthquake has a faster spectral fall-off than the 
w-2 model. 
From the definition of Mw, the spacing of the spectral amplitudes in (2.3) 
for Mw=8.0 and 9.0 yields 
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of the spectra of fou r earthquakes and spectral amplitudes 
estimated from the fib data with w-2 and Gusev spectral models. T he spectral values 
at the low-frequency end were obtained from t he scalar seismic moments determined 
from long-period waves. Between 100 sec and about 30 sec, the spectra are inferred 
by interpolation . T he two dots show t he spectral amplit udes at 0.55 Hz estimated 
from fib fo r Mw = 8.0 and Mw = 9.0. The vertical bars show the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the standard error of the estimate in fib vs. Mw, ± 0. 17. 
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M (0.55 Hz = 1 ) a M0°45 • 1.8 sec (2.5) 
An exponent of 1/3 would be consistent with the spectral fall-off of -2 associ-
ated with an w-2 model. The exponent of 0.45 in (2.5) suggests a spectral fall-
off of -1.7. However, to fit the absolute levels in (2.3) to an w-17 model defined 
in a fashion similar to (2.4), the ~a in (2.4) would need to be much smaller 
than 30 bars. A comparison of (2.5) with (1.3) and (2.2) suggests that m in 
(2.2) is about 0.3, providing a further indication than Figure 2.5 that m is 
significantly smaller than 0.5. 
Hartzell and Heaton (1985) obtained source spectra from hand-digitized 
teleseismic records of 61 large and great earthquakes recorded by the 
Pasadena, California Benioff 1-90 seismometer. They found significant 
differences between spectra of similar size earthquakes. They grouped the 
earthquakes in five magnitude ranges (Mw = 7 .0 to 7 .5, 7 .5 to 8.0, 8.0 to 8.5, 
8.5 to 9.0, and 9.0 to 9.5), averaged together the spectra in each group, and 
plotted the averages in their Figure lla. We adjust their spectra (which are 
heavily smoothed) to be consistent with our choice of parameters 
(a, p, t*, R8¢>,C). With the following changes, we average the spectra of the 
earthquakes in the same five magnitude ranges and plot the averages in Figure 
2.7a. Using a P-wave velocity, a=6.5 km/s, as we do, instead of Hartzell and 
Heaton's (1985) a=8.0 km/s lowers the level of the spectra. Using a radiation 
pattern computed separately for each event from the mechanisms in Hartzell 
and Heaton's (1985) Table 1, as we do, also has the effect, in general, of lower-
ing the level of the spectra, because Hartzell and Heaton (1985) correct each 
spectrum with the same average P-wave radiation coefficient and ignore the 
pP and sP phases (the inclusion of which increases the amplitude of the 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Averages of the source spectra of 61 Pasadena, California Benioff 1-90 records. The earth-
quakes have been grouped into five magnitude ranges: Mw = 7.0 to 7.5, 7.5 to 8.0, 8.0 to 8.5, 8.5 to 9.0, 
and 9.0 to 9.5. The smoothed spectra in each group have been averaged together. Th e w-2 spectral model 
described in equation (2.4) is shown for reference. This figure can be compared with Hartzell and Heaton's 
(1985) figure lla. (b) The average of the source spectra of the 6 earthquakes in Figure 2.3. Th e average 
Mw is 7.63. The two dots show the spectral amplitudes at 0.55 Hz estim ated from m6 for Mw = 8.0 and 
Mw = 9.0. The vertical bars show the uncertainty associated with the standard error of the estimate in 
m6 vs. Mw, ±0.17 . (c) The source spectrum of t he Pasadena Wood-Anderson record (radial component) 




radiation pattern). The spectral shapes have changed because we use t*=0.7 
sec instead of t*= 1.0 sec. We also reclassify the 1957 Aleutian event, their 
earthquake #42, into a lower moment range, Mw = 8.5 to 9.0, as suggested 
by Ruff, Kanamori, and Sykes (1985). Because of digitization error, the 1-90 
spectra are not reliable at periods shorter than 2 seconds. The w-2 model 
specified in (2.4) is shown for reference. The only earthquake that we and 
Hartzell and Heaton (1985) both analyzed is the 1983 Akita-Oki event. For 
that event our average spectrum from GDSN records agrees well with the 
spectrum of the Pasadena 1-90 record. Figure 2.7a and Hartzell and Heaton's 
Figure lla show an apparent saturation of spectral amplitude with increasing 
moment. 
Figure 2.7b shows the average of the 6 source spectra presented in Figure 
2.3. The average Mw for those 6 events is 7.63. Therefore, the average spec-
trum from this study falls below the w-2 model described in (2.4) by about 0.4 
Mw units or, equivalently, 0.6 log M0 units. However, it lies slightly above 
Hartzell and Heaton's (1985) average spectrum for Mw = 7.5 to 8.0. The 
average spectrum from this study does not have a spectral structure suggested 
by Gusev. The spectral amplitudes in (2.3) estimated from fib are also shown 
by dots in Figure 2.7b. They do not show the saturation of spectral amplitude 
with increasing moment that is seen in the 1-90 spectra (Figure 2.7a). 
The spectrum of the Pasadena, California Wood-Anderson record of the 
1964 Alaskan earthquake is shown in Figure 2.7c. We estimated vertical dis-
placements from the horizontal Wood-Anderson record (radial component) 
using Gutenberg's calibration for PH waves. The level of the spectrum is con-
sistent with the w-2 model described in (2.4) and with the spectral ampli tude 
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obtained from mb in the previous section, but it is not consistent with the 
saturation of spectral amplitude with increasing moment seen in Figure 2.7a. 
Since we reclassified the 1957 Aleutian earthquake into a lower magnitude 
range, our magnitude range 9.0 to 9.5 in Figure 2.7a contains only two events: 
the 1960 Chilean earthquake and the 1952 Kamchatka earthquake (which 
could be moved to a lower magnitude range, too). Hartzell and Heaton (1985) 
and we did not include the 1964 Alaskan earthquake spectrum in the average 
spectra because the 1-90 record for that event is off-scale. Similarly, Hartzell 
(personal comm., 1985) notes that the Wood-Anderson record of the 1964 
Alaskan earthquake is significantly bigger than the \Vood-Anderson record of 
the 1960 Chilean earthquake after correction for the effects of distance. This 
is consistent with the levels of the spectra shown in Figure 2.7a and 2.7c. If 
an on-scale 1-90 record were available for the 1964 Alaska earthquake, Hartzell 
and Heaton 's average spectrum for Mw between 9.0 and 9.5 (their Figure lla) 
would be significantly higher. 
Taken together, the data from this study (Figures 2.7b and 2.7c) show 
spectral levels slightly above the 1-90 spectral levels for Mw from 7 .0 to 8.5. 
For Mw from 8.5 to 9.5, our analysis of mb indicates spectral levels 
significantly higher than the 1-90 levels. 
Rather than discuss the differences and similarities between the models, 
we prefer to emphasize the differences between different events and the impor-
tance of determining the whole spectrum. The w-2 model is a simple and use-
ful reference model for discriminating between different earthquakes. How-
ever, the spectra of individual earthquakes deviate from the model consider-
ably. 
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See Boore (1986) for further discussion of how mb and Ms might discrim-
inate between various spectral models. Boore (1983) develops a stochastic 
method for simulation of near-field strong ground motions using random vibra-
tion theory. He demonstrates that an w-2 model with D..a of 100 bars can 
explain essential aspects of strong ground motions for earthquakes in western 
North America with Mw of 5.0 to 7.7. Boore (1986) extends this method to 
simulate teleseismic P-waves, and finds that an w-2 model with D..a of 50 bars 
explains our mb values for earthquakes with Mw up to 9.5. 
2.5 Conclusions 
Magnitude scales are by definition a measurement at one period only and 
may give an inadequate and sometimes incorrect indication of the source spec-
trum. The moment rate spectra that we determined directly from 
intermediate-period and short-period teleseismic digital records are shown in 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Significant differences in spectral fall-off occur between 
events, and may be due to differences in seismic coupling. 
Using the short-period digital records, we obtain an empirical relation 
between time-domain amplitude and spectral amplitude for short-period 
waves. Spectral amplitudes are estimated from the mb data. We compare our 
results to the w-2 and Gusev spectral models in Figures 2.6 and 2.7b. Neither 
model can completely represent the data. Nevertheless, we consider the w-2 
model a useful reference model for comparing different events. The average 
source spectrum of the six large events analyzed here does not have a spectral 
structure suggested by Gusev. 
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Chapter 3 
Source Characteristics of the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico Earthquake 
at Periods of 1 to 30 Seconds 
Abstract 
Source characteristics of the Sept. 19, 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake 
and its aftershock on Sept. 21 were inferred from broadband and short-period 
teleseismic GDSN records. The Michoacan source spectrum is enriched at 30 s 
and depleted at 1 to 10 s relative to an average source spectrum of large inter-
plate subduction events. Source spectra for the Sept. 21 aftershock, 1981 
Playa Azul, 1979 Petatlan, and 1978 Oaxaca events follow a trend similar to 
that of the 1985 Michoacan event. This spectral trend may characterize the 
Mexican subduction zone. 
A station-by-station least-squares inversion of the Michoacan earthquake 
records for the source time function yielded three source pulses, which we 
interpret as events on the fault plane. The first two are similar in moment, 
and the third contains only 20% of the moment of the first. Directivity is evi-
dent in the timing. At each station, we measured the time differences between 
the pulses, and performed a least-squares nonlinear estimation of the strike, 
distance, and time separation between the events to locate them relative to 
one another. The second event occurred 26 s after the first, and 82 km 
southeast of it, indicating southeastward rupture along the trench. The two 
large events are also seen in the near-field strong motions. 
The mainshock records, spectrum, and time functions contain less high 
frequency radiation than those of the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. 
Apparently, the Michoacan earthquake ruptured two relatively smooth, strong 
patches which generated large 30 s waves, but small 1 to 10 s waves. Such 
behavior contrasts with the Valparaiso event which had a more complex rup-
ture process and generated more 1 to 5 s energy. This difference is consistent 
with the higher near-field accelerations recorded for the Valparaiso event. 
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3.1 Introduction 
On September 19, 1985 a large subduction earthquake (Mw = 8.0 or 8.1) 
occurred in the Michoacan gap along the Mexican trench (:::;ee Figure 3.1). It 
had the largest seismic moment of any earthquake in 1985. Unusually high 
accelerations in Mexico City caused heavy damage and thousands of deaths. 
From an earthquake engineering point of view, it is important to distinguish 
between the source effects of this earthquake and site or propagation effects 
peculiar to Mexico City. To this end, we analyzed teleseismic broadband and 
short-period GDSN (Global Digital Seismic Network) records of the Sept. 19 
earthquake and its Sept. 21 aftershock (Mw = 7.6) to determine their source 
characteristics at periods of 1 to 30 s. We compared their source spectra to 
those of other recent Mexican subduction earthquakes which were digitally 
recorded. GDSN records are also available for the March 3, 1985 Valparaiso, 
Chile earthquake (Mw = 8.0) along the Chile trench, the second largest earth-
quake in 1985. We will show that the Michoacan earthquake source has a long 
duration (about 1 minute), but is depleted in energy at 1 to 10 s periods rela-
tive to an average source of that size and relative to the Valparaiso earth-
quake, suggesting that the unusually high accelerations in Mexico City were 
not a source effect. This conclusion is consistent with a comparison of the 
near-field strong motion data for the two events. Teleseismic data, therefore, 




Pacific 17 N 
100 km 
103W 101 W 
Figure 3.1. Map view of the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake rupture zone. 
Stars show the PDE epicenters of the mainshock and largest aftershock. The shaded 
areas show the inferred rupture zones of the three source sub-events of the mainshock 
found by this study, assuming a rupture velocity of 2.5 km/sand sub-event rise times 
of 10 s, 10 s, and 7 s. Rupture zones inferred from aftershock areas of the 1973, 1979, 
and 1981 earthquakes are also shown. 
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3.2 GDSN Records and Spectral Analysis 
Figure 3.2 shows some of the broadband and short-period vertical records 
available for the Sept. 19 and Sept. 21 events. Two distinct source events 
about 25 s apart are clearly visible on the broadband records of the 
mainshock. 
We performed a spectral analysis of the available records, using the pro-
cedure described in Chapter 2. Table 1 lists the records used. For the focal 
mechanism we used fault strike </; = -72°, dip 6 = 9°, and rake )... = 72° for 
both the mainshock and the aftershock (Eissler, Astiz, and Kanamori, 1986). 
Figure 3.3 shows the average moment rate spectra for the Michoacan 
mainshock and the Sept. 21 aftershock, and the 1981 Playa Azul, 1979 
Petatlan, 1978 Oaxaca, and 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquakes. All of the 
above earthquakes, except the last, occurred along the Mexican subduction 
zone. The Petatlan and Oaxaca spectra were computed from only 2 and 3 
short-period SRO records, respectively; the Playa Azul spectrum was com-
puted from 7 short-period SRO and DWWSSN records. The Michoacan spec-
trum and the Sept. 21 aftershock spectrum were computed from 15 GDSN 
records, mostly broadband. The spectral values at the low-frequency end of 
the spectra in Figure 3.3 were obtained from the scalar seismic moments deter-
mined from long-period waves. Theoretical spectra for an w-2 source model 
with a stress drop of 30 bars are shown as a reference (for a description of the 
model, see equation 2.4). The dashed line shows the average source spectrum 
for 7 large interplate subduction earthquakes; we scaled the average spectrum 
to Mw = 8.0, so that it could be easily compared to the Michoacan spectrum. 
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Figure 3.2. Vertical components of teleseismic broadband GDSN records from sta-
tions COL (distance=55°, azimuth=338°), RSNT (45 , 352), RSON (33, 10), RSNY 
(35, 36), GDH (59 , 18), and BDF (64, 118) . At each station , the mainshock and aft-





















Figure 3.3. Comparison of the average moment rate spectra for six earthquakes. 
The spectral values at the low-frequency end were obtained from the scalar seismic 
moment determined from long-period waves. The vertical bars show standard devia-
tions at selected frequencies . As a reference, theoretical spectra for an w-2 model are 
shown by thin lin es. The dashed line on the Michoacan spectrum shows the average 
spectrum of 7 subduction earthquakes scaled to Mw=8.0. The spectra of earth-
quakes along the Mexican trench are depleted in periods of 1 to IO s relative to the 
average spectrum of subduction earthquakes. 
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Table 1: Records Used in Spectral Analysis 
Station Tv~e t. (deg) Azimuth (deg) Ru, c g(t.) 
MICHOACAN, JvIEXlCO Sept . 19. 1985 Mw=8.0 subduction thrust 
KO!\O SP A.SRO 85.0 28.1 1.41 1.89 0.27 
ZOBO SP A.SRO 48.3 133.2 0.33• 1.73 0.41 
HON SP DWWSSN 52.0 283.2 0.55 1.75 0.39 
SCP IP DWWSSN 31.0 38.1 2.02 1.63 0.61 
LON IP DW\VSSN 32.6 335.2 1.07 1.64 0.57 
COL IP DWWSSN 55.5 338.5 1.06 1.76 0 .37 
KEV IP DW\VSSN 85.3 15.6 1.34 1.89 0 .27 
GDH IP DWWSSN 59.2 18.2 1.71 1.78 0.36 
TOL IP DWWSSN 84.8 49 .7 1.40 1.89 0.27 
BDF IP D\\'WSSN 63.5 118.5 0.55 1.80 0.35 
AF! IP D\\'WSSN 75.3 249 .9 1.04 1.85 0.30 
RSNT IP RSTN 45.0 352.1 1.43 1.71 0.43 
RSO N IP RSTN 33.4 10.2 1.82 1.65 0.56 
RSNY IP RSTN 35.2 35 .6 2.00 1.66 0.53 
MICHOACA .. "l, ME:>..1CO AFTERSHOCK SeEt. 21, 1985 Mw=7.6 subduction thrust 
GRFO SP SRO 90.5 36.7 1.32 1.91 0.25 
ZOBO SP A.SRO 47.3 133.8 0.25• 1.72 0.41 
HON SP DWWSSN 53.0 283.7 0 .54 1.75 0 .38 
TOL SP D\\'WSSN 8.J. .4 50.0 1.38 1.89 0.27 
LON IP D\\'WSSN 33.3 334.4 1.03 1.64 0.56 
COL IP DWWSS!\/ 56.2 338.3 1.04 1.77 0.37 
SCP IP D\\'\\'SSN 30.7 36.9 1.99 1.63 0.61 
KEV IP D\\'WSSN 85.5 15.8 1.32 1.89 0.27 
GDH IP D\\"\YSSN 59.3 18.0 1.70 1.78 0.36 
BDF IP D\V\\'SSN 62.6 118.9 0.45• 1.80 0 .35 
AF! IP DWWSSN 76.0 250 .2 1.07 1.86 0 .30 
RSNT IP RSTN 45.5 351.6 1.40 1.71 0.42 
RSO N IP D\V\\'SSN 33 .6 9.1 1.78 1.65 0.56 
RS~1· IP D\\'WSSN 35.0 34 .6 1.97 1.65 0.53 
PLAYA AWL , :t-fEXICO Oct. 25, I 981 Mw=7 .3 subduction thrust 
BOCO SP SRO 30.5 112.6 0.51 1.63 0 .61 
GRFO SP SRO 90.6 36.6 1.33 1.91 0 .25 
KONO SP A.SRO 8.J. .9 28 .24 1.43 1.89 0.27 
SCP SP DW\\'SSN 30.8 37 .5 1.95 1.63 0.61 
LON SP DW\\'SSN 32.9 334.7 1.55 1.64 0 .57 
KEV SPDWWSSN 85.3 15.7 1.44 1.89 0.27 
BER SP DWWSSN 82.7 28.5 1.46 1.88 0.28 
PETA TLA.J\! , :t-·fEXICO Mar. 14 , 1979 Mw=7.6 subduction thrust 
GRFO SP SRO 90.6 36 .8 1.34 1.91 0.25 
ZOBO SP A.SRO 47.0 133.7 0.43• 1.72 0.41 
OA..'0\CA, ME:>..lCO NoY . 29 , 1978 Mw=7.6 subduction thrust 
GRFO SP SRO 90.4 37 .6 1.33 1.91 0.25 
ZOBO SP A.SRO 44.0 135 .0 0.31• 1.70 0.43 
KO NO SP A.SRO 85.4 28 .9 1.40 1.89 0.27 
VALPARAISO , CHILE Mar . 16, 1985 Mw=8 .0 subduction thrust 
SCP SP DWWSSN 74 .0 355.3 0.73 1.84 0.30 
:JAS SPDWWSSN 84.0 323.4 0.83 1.89 0.27 
LON IP DWWSSN 91.5 328 .2 0.83 1.91 0.25 
SLR IP DWWSSN 84.1 117 .0 1.34 1.89 0.27 
BDF IP DWWSSN 27.9 57.2 1.79 1.61 0 .65 
RSSD IP RSTN 82.4 337 .2 0.76 1.88 0.28 
RS!'<"Y IP RSTN 77.5 358.l 0.75 1.86 0.29 
RSO N IP RSTN 86.0 346.4 0.77 1.89 0.27 
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Included in the average are the rn85 Michoacan, rn85 Valparaiso, Chile, 1983 
Akita-Oki, 1983 Costa Rica, 1983 North Chile, 1982 Tonga, and 1980 Santa 
Cruz earthquakes. Relative to the average source spectrum, the spectrum of 
the Michoacan event is enriched at 30 s and depleted at 1 to 10 s. This obser-
vation suggests that the high accelerations in Mexico City are not a source 
effect. The spectra of the Sept. 21 aftershock, 1981 Playa Azul, 1979 Petatlan, 
and 1978 Oaxaca events follow a trend similar to that of the Michoacan event. 
This spectral character may be typical of earthquakes in the Mexican subduc-
tion zone. 
3.3 Source Time Functions 
We performed a least-squares inversion of the broadband records of the 
Michoacan earthquake and its Sept. 21 aftershock to obtain the source time 
functions using the method of Hartzell and Heaton (1985). In this method, a 
finite fault is approximated by a sum of point sources distributed over the 
depth range of the fault. We used three sources at 10, 20, and 30 km depth. 
For each depth k, we computed a Green's function Gk(t) by convolving the 
sum of delta functions representing the depth phases (P + pP + sP) with the 
instrument response. The timing and amplitudes of the depth phases depend 
on the focal mechanism and the velocity structure above the source; we used 
the focal mechanism of Eissler et al. (1986) used above and used a halfspace 
with a P-velocity of 6.4 km/s and an S-velocity of 3.5 km/s. If F k(t) is the 
teleseismic time function for the kth depth, then the time function of the entire 
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earthquake is 'E Fk(t). Fk(t) is determined by matching 'E Fk(t) * Gk(t) to 
k k 
the observed seismogram using the method of least squares, while constraining 
F k( t) to be positive. 
Figure 3.4 shows time functions determined from 12 broadband GDSN 
records. The records are of much higher quality than those used in previous 
modeling studies and are filtered to retain all frequencies lower than 1 Hz. 
The beginning of each time function corresponds to 1 s before JB time. The 
short-period ASRO station ZOB is included because the station distribution to 
the south is rather sparse. For ZOB, we deconvolved the short-period ASRO 
response and convolved in the broadband DWWSSN response. To obtain a 
good match to the other time functions, however, we had to reverse its polar-
ity. Although ZOB is located close to the nodal line, the apparent polarity 
reversal is probably not due to a change in the mechanism during faulting. 
We could not match the unreversed record with changes in the mechanism 
within the range of uncertainty. The ZOB time function is, therefore, con-
sidered tentative. 
Three source pulses are evident in Figure 3.4. We interpret these to be 
events on the fault plane. The first two source pulses are similar in moment 
and time width (15 s ), and occur about 25 s apart. The existence of two such 
events is consistent with the near-field strong motions (Anderson et al., 1986). 
The phase PP obscures part of the third pulse on the closest stations (LON, 
RSON, and SCP), but it can be clearly seen on RSNT and GDH. It contains 
only 20% of the moment of the first pulse, and occurs about 50 s after the 
first. A third event cannot be seen clearly on the strong motions. The 
moment determined from these broadband records averages about 30% of the 
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Figure 3.4. Source time functions for the 1985 Michoacan earthquake obtained from 
broadband records. The focal mechanism and stations used in the inversions are 





total moment determined from 256 s surface waves. 
We also inverted several records of the Sept. 21 aftershock for a source 
time function, using the same focal mechanism that we used for the 
mainshock. The aftershock time function consists of a 15 s wide pulse, similar 
to one of the mainshock pulses. 
The mainshock time functions in Figure 3.4 clearly show directivity; the 
two large pulses are separated by 30 s for the northwestern stations (COL, 
LON, AFI) and by 20 s for the southern stations (BDF, ZOB). Table 2 lists 
the time differences measured at each station between the peaks of the three 
pulses. We performed a least-squares nonlinear estimation to determine the 
strike, distance, and time (at the source) between them. The locations thus 
obtained are shown in Figure 3.1, where we arbitrarily located the first event 
at the earthquake's epicenter and ignored the dip of the slab. The shaded 
areas on Figure 3.1 show the inferred rupture zones of the three events, assum-
ing a rupture velocity of 2.5 km/s and event rise times of 10 s, 10 s, and 7 s. 
The second event occurs 26 ±0.4 s after the first, and 82 ±7.5 km southeast-
ward of it. The apparent rupture velocity from the first to the second event is 
then 3.2 km/s. The relative location of the third source event is less well-
constrained; the third pulse might represent simultaneous radiation from two 
or more parts of the fault plane. If it represents just one event, the third 
event occurs 47 ±1.0 s after the first, and about 35 to 50 km seaward of the 
second. Rupture velocities between the first and third or second and third 
events are about 2.5 km/s. 
For comparison Figure 3.5 shows inversions of the available broadband 
records of the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. The very different nature of 
RSON 
RS~D ~~SNY. BDF 








15 30 45 60 75 90 105 
seconds 
Figure 3.5. Source time functions for the 1985 Valparaiso earthquake obtained from 
broadband records. The focal mechanism and stations used in the inversions are 
shown. 
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Table 2: Times between Pulses in the Source Time Functions 
of the Michoacan, Mexico Earthquake 
Station Azimuth (deg} t 12 (sec} t 23 (sec} 
AFI 249.9 30.0 21.0 53 .0 
LON 335 .2 30.0 26 .5 56.0 
COL 338.5 29.0 24.0 51.5 
RSNT 352.l 27 .0 24 .0 52.0 
RSON 10.2 27.0 25 .0 51.5 
KEV 15 .6 25.0 20.5 45.5 
GDH 18.2 25.0 23.0 48.5 
RSNY 35 .6 25 .0 25 .0 50 .0 
SCP 38.1 24.0 26.0 50.0 
TOL 49 .7 23 .0 20.0 43 .0 
BDF 118.5 20.0 18 .5 40 .0 
ZOBO 133.2 21.0 18.5 41.0 
t 12 is the time between the 1st and 2nd source pulses . 
t 23 is the time between the 2nd and 3rd source pulses. 
t 13 is the time between the 1st and 3rd source pulses. 
t 13 (sec) 
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the rupture processes between the Michoacan and Valparaiso earthquakes is 
immediately obvious. 
3.4 Discussion 
Large subduction earthquakes along the Mexican trench usually consist of 
one simple source on time-scales longer than 10 s (Chael and Stewart, 1982; 
Astiz and Kanamori, 1984; Singh et al., 1984). The Michoacan earthquake is 
composed mainly of two simple sources separated by about 80 km. Most of 
the moment release (e.g., displacement) came first from a region northwest of 
the rupture zone of the 1981 Playa Azul earthquake, and then 26 s later from 
a region southeast of that zone. The rupture zone of the 1981 Playa Azul 
earthquake, therefore, can be interpreted as a previously failed asperity that 
had not been loaded much since failure. Perhaps the rupture propagated from 
the first to the second source with relatively high velocity 3.2 km/s, because it 
did little or no work rebreaking the 1981 rupture zone. The Sept. 21 aft-
ershock extended the rupture further south. 
In order to compare the two largest earthquakes of 1985, we analyzed 
GDSN records of the March 3, 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake (Mw = 8.0) 
along the Chile trench. The Valparaiso earthquake's moment rate spectrum 
and source time functions are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.5, respectively. The 
Michoacan records, spectrum, and time functions contain less high-frequency 
radiation than those of the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. As shown 
schematically in Figure 3.6, the Michoacan earthquake ruptured two relatively 
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1985 VALPARAISO, CHILE 1985 MICHOACAN. MEXICO 
ASPERITY DISTRIBUTION 
SOURCE TIME FUNCTIONS 
Figure 3.6. Schematic comparison of records and time functions at two RSTN sta-
tions, and inferred asperity distributions for (a) the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake 
and (b) the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake. 
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smooth, strong patches which generated large 30 s waves, but small 1 to 10 s 
waves. This behavior contrasts with that of the Valparaiso event which had a 
more complex rupture process and generated more 1 to 5 s energy. These 
differences between the two earthquakes discerned from teleseismic records can 
also be seen in the near-field strong motions. Figure 3.7 shows that for a given 
distance, except at Mexico City, the near-field peak accelerations are 
significantly higher for the Valparaiso earthquake than for the Michoacan 
earthquake (Anderson et al., 1986). Admittedly, most of the peak accelera-
tions occur at frequencies greater than 1 Hz (except at Mexico City). Also, the 
Mexican accelerographs are generally sited on hard rock (except at Mexico 
City), while some of the Chilean instruments are not (Anderson et al., 1986). 
Nevertheless, the large systematic difference suggests that the anomalously 
high accelerations in Mexico City are not a source effect. This conclusion 1s 
consistent with the teleseismic source spectra of the two earthquakes. 
From Figure 3.3 a relative lack of high frequencies appears to characterize 
earthquakes along the Mexican trench, if recent large events are typical. This 
spectral character, which implies relative smoothness at scale-lengths of 3 to 
30 km, may be typical of the Mexican subduction zone. This is also consistent 
with the relative lack of aftershocks of Mexican subduction earthquakes (Singh 
and Suarez, 1985). The cause must lie in the nature of the interplate coupling, 
which may reflect a relative lack of relief on the seafloor or conditions at the 
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Figure 3.7 . A comparison of peak accelerations vs. d istance to the rupture plane fo r 
t he strong motions of the 1985 Michoacan , Mexico and 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earth-
quakes (after Anderson et al. , 1986). 
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3.5 Conclusions 
The Michoacan earthquake source spectrum is enriched at 30 s and 
depleted at 1 to 10 s relative to the average source spectrum of large interplate 
subduction events. Source spectra for the Sept. 21 aftershock, 1981 Playa 
Azul, 1979 Petatlan, and 1978 Oaxaca events follow a trend similar to that of 
the 1985 Michoacan event. This spectral character, which implies relative 
smoothness at scale-lengths of 3 to 30 km, may be typical of the Mexican sub-
duction zone. 
A station by station least-squares inversion for the source time function of 
the Michoacan earthquake yields three source pulses. The first two are similar 
in moment and occur 26 s apart. The variation from station to station of 
their separation in time indicates that a second source event originated about 
80 km to the southeast of the first, implying southeastward rupture along the 
trench. The third pulse contains only 20% of the moment of the first. 
The mainshock records, spectrum, and time functions contain less high-
frequency radiation than those of the 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. The 
Michoacan earthquake ruptured two relatively smooth, strong patches which 
generated large 30 s waves, but small 1 to 10 s waves. This behavior contrasts 
with the 1985 Valparaiso event which had a more complex rupture process and 
generated more 1 to 5 s energy. Consistent with this are the higher near-field 
accelerations recorded during the Valparaiso earthquake compared to the lower 
accelerations generated by the Michoacan earthquake (except at Mexico City). 
The striking consistency of the near-field and teleseismic data for the 
Michoacan and Valparaiso earthquakes shows that broadband teleseismic data 
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are useful in characterizing strong motions from large and great earthquakes. 
This study indicates that the relatively high accelerations in Mexico City 
were not a source effect, that is, were not due to an unusually intense source 
(for Mw = 8.0); however, the extended duration of shaking due to the multi-
ple sources was responsible for much of the damage. 
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Chapter 4 
Broadband Rupture Process of 4 Large Subduction Zone Earthquakes: 
Spatial Distribution of Seismic Moment Release 
Abstract 
Time functions and rupture processes of 4 recent large subduction zone 
earthquakes are determined from broadband teleseismic GDSN records using 
the iterative inversion technique of Kikuchi and Fukao. The method inverts 
the records simultaneously by determining the location, time, and seismic 
moment of a single point source that best explains the records, then subtract-
ing the synthetics for that point source from the records, and repeating the 
procedure for the residual records. Using this technique with the high-quality 
GDSN intermediate-band records provides more details of the rupture process 
than have been obtained previously. 
The inversion produces maps of spatial and temporal distribution of 
seismic moment release at periods of 3 to 30 sec for the 1985 Michoacan, Mex-
ico (Mw=8.0), 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan (Mw=7.8), 1985 Valparaiso, Chile 
(Mw=8.0), and 1986 Andreanof Islands, Alaska (Mw=8.0) earthquakes. The 
events are listed in order of increasing complexity of the rupture process. 
Comparing the source spectra of these events, computed from GDSN records, 
yields complementary information at periods of 1 to 30 sec. The Michoacan 
event had the simplest pattern. It ruptured two large smooth patches, gen-
erating relatively little 1 to 10 sec energy. The Akita-Oki event had two main 
patches of moment release - the first near the hypocenter, and the second 25 
sec later about 50 km north. Some moment release was distributed irregularly 
and substantial 1 to 10 sec energy was generated. The Valparaiso event rup-
tured outward and southward from the hypocenter, with smaller but stronger 
patches which generated 1 to 10 sec energy distributed over the fault plane. 
The Andreanof Islands event had some clustering of moment release near the 
hypocenter at 10 to 20 sec and roughly 90 km west at 30 to 50 sec, but much 
activity was diffuse. 
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4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, I inferred the spatial distribution of seismic moment release 
of the 1985 Michoacan earthquake by obtaining a moment release time func-
tion for each teleseismic station and comparing the timing of features of the 
time functions to the azimuth of the station. Because picking features of time 
functions is rather subjective, it is preferable to invert all the available and 
relevant records of an earthquake simultaneously, rather than individually. 
Using the full least-squares approach that I used for individual stations m 
Chapter 3 for all the stations simultaneously would require many hours of 
computer time. A more computationally feasible approach is to use an itera-
tive technique. In this chapter, I determine time functions and spatial distri-
bution of moment release for 4 recent large subduction zone earthquakes from 
broadband teleseismic Global Digital Seismic Network (GDSN) records using 
the iterative inversion technique of Kikuchi and Fukao (1986). Using this 
technique with high-quality GDSN intermediate-band records provides more 
details of the rupture process than have been obtained previously. In the next 
chapter I will relate the rupture process to the strong motions. 
4.2 Inversion Method 
The inversion t echnique was developed by Kikuchi and Kanamori (1982, 
1986), extended by Kikuchi and Fukao (1985) to locate subevents on a 2-
dimensional fault plane, and applied to WVvSSN LP records of 9 large 
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earthquakes by Kikuchi and Fukao (1986). The method inverts the records 
simultaneously by determining the location, time, and moment of a single 
point source that best explains the records, then subtracting the synthetics for 
that point source from the records, and repeating the procedure for the resi-
dual records. A time function and map of spatial distribution of moment 
release are obtained from the sum of the point sources. The location of the 
point source can vary over a specified 2-dimensional dipping grid that 
represents the fault plane. In the calculations of the synthetic seismograms 
due to a point source, the depth phases (pP and sP), radiation pattern, 
geometrical spreading, and instrument response are included. We specify one 
trapezoidal time function and focal mechanism to be used for all the point 
sources. Judgement is required to choose the duration of the trapezoid and 
the number of iterations (i.e., number of point sources) appropriate to the par-
ticular records that one is trying to invert. The moment of each point source 
is required to be positive. Thus, point sources of long duration can fit only 
long period features of the waveforms, whereas point sources of short duration 
can fit both long and short period features of the waveforms, although many 
point sources (or iterations) may be required to fit long period features. 
Hence, point sources with a shorter duration resolve more details of the tem-
poral and spatial distribution of moment release. Of course, the usual trade-
off of resolution vs. stability applies here. The shortest period that one wants 
to fit in the seismograms dictates the duration of the trapezoidal time function 
of the point source. The question of when to stop iterating (e.g., adding more 
point sources) has not been adequately resolved. One solution is to iterate 
until the error between the data and the synthetics is lower than a chosen 
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level. This level, however, would have to be different for different data sets, as 
some are larger or inherently more inconsistent than others. In the following 
work, the number of iterations has been chosen by trial, error and intuition. 
4.3 Results of the Inversions 
Table 1 lists the earthquakes, records, station types, distances, and 
azimuths of the data I used in the inversions. I equalized the data sets by 
deconvolving the various instrument responses of the digital records (see Table 
1) and then convolving with a Benioff 1-90 instrument response which has a 
broadband response (1 to 30 seconds). Care was required in the deconvolution 
of the instrument response to retrieve periods of 30 seconds from short period 
digital records. Periods shorter than 3 seconds were filtered out. All records 
are vertical, teleseismic P-wave seismograms. At the relatively short periods 
examined here, the horizontal component of the P-wave is frequently larger 
than theoretically expected (presumably, this is due to scattering), so it is not 
advisable to use horizontal components. 
The velocity structures at the source and receiver can be specified, 
although they are limited to simple forms. At the receiver, a half-space with 
P-velocity, vp=6.0 km/sec and density, p=2.6 gm/cm3 is assumed. The 
source has a 15 km layer with vp=6.5 km/sec and p=2.8 gm/cm3, over a 
half-space with vp=7.8 km/sec and p=3.3 gm/cm3• The fault plane is grid-
ded so that point sources can be located every 10 km along strike and down 
dip. 
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Table 1: Records Used in Inversions 
Station Ty1.2e ~ (deg) Azimuth (deg) 
AKITA-OKI, JAPAN May 26, 1983 Mw=7.8 
RSNY IP RSTN 90.0 23.3 
RSNT IP RSTN 62.7 30.3 
RSON IP RSTN 77.9 31.0 
COL IP DWWSSN 47.2 33.7 
RSSD IP RSTN 78.4 40.9 
LON IP DWWSSN 67.2 47.3 
HON IP DWWSSN 56.0 89.8 
AFI IP DWWSSN 70.7 128.8 
TAU IPDWWSSN 83.4 173.9 
BER IPDWWSSN 72.6 338.0 
KEV IP DWWSSN 59.6 338.l 
VALPARAISO, CHILE Mar. 16, 1985 Mw=8.0 
BDF IPDWWSSN 27 .9 57.2 
SLR IPDWWSSN 84.1 117.0 
LON IP DWWSSN 91.5 328.2 
RSSD IP RSTN 82.4 337.2 
RSON IP RSTN 86.0 346.4 
RSNY IP RSTN 77 .5 358.l 
MICHOACAN, MEXICO Sept. 19 , 1985 Mw=8.0 
RSON IP RSTN 33.4 10.2 
KEV IP DWWSSN 85 .3 15.6 
GDH IP DWWSSN 59.2 18.2 
KONO SPASRO 85.0 28.1 
RSNY IP RSTN 35.2 35.6 
SCP IP DWWSSN 31.0 38.l 
TOL IP DWWSSN 84.8 49.7 
BDF IP DWWSSN 63.5 118.5 
ZOBO SP ASRO 48.3 133.2 
AFI IP DWWSSN 75 .3 249.9 
HON SP DWWSSN 52 .0 283.2 
LON IP DWWSSN 32.6 335.2 
COL IP DWWSSN 55.5 338.5 
RSNT IP RSTN 45 .0 352.l 
AJ'l"DREANOF ISLANDS, ALASKA May 7, 1986 Mw=8.0 
GDH SP DWWSSN 52.2 22.7 
RSNT IP RSTN 33.4 47.1 
RSNY IP RSTN 62 .3 52.6 
RSON IP RSTN 48.4 56.9 
SCP IP DWWSSN 63 .3 57.5 
RSSD IP RSTN 46.4 69.8 
LON SP DWWSSN 34.4 76.5 
ANMO SP SRO 50.6 81.0 
HON IP DWWSSN 32.8 150.1 
MAJO SP ASRO 36.3 264.4 
TATO SP SRO 54.6 266.4 
ANTO SP SRO 86.0 339.0 
KONO SP ASRO 69.2 357.6 
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It is easier to study the spatial rupture process of larger earthquakes 
because the teleseismic viewing aperture is only a fixed size. That is, the range 
of take-off angles of teleseismic rays is not very wide (16° to 32°). Larger 
earthquakes have longer durations so that the trade-off in resolving space and 
time is minimized. It is this as well as the particular station distribution that 
limits the spatial resolution of the inversion. The 4 largest earthquakes of 
1983 to 1986 are studied here. They are all shallow subduction earthquakes. 
In the following descriptions, I refer to a group of point sources clustered 
in space and time as a subevent, and to a group of point sources clustered in 
time only as a moment release episode. 
1985 Michoacan, Mexico Earthquake 
In inverting broadband records of this earthquake, I assumed a focal 
mechanism ( </>=288°, 8=10°, .A=72°). that is similar to that assumed in the 
previous chapter. The extent of the fault plane was estimated from the aft-
ershock distribution (Stolte et al., 1986, UNAM, 1986). 80 sec of record are 
inverted. The hypocenter is specified at the appropriate point on the fault 
plane 17 km deep. 
For this earthquake I made many inversions using different durations of 
trapezoids and two different data sets: the digital records equalized to a 1-90 
Benioff response and to a WWSSN long period response. All the source time 
functions and the spatial distributions of moment release were generally con-
sistent with the results of the single station deconvolutions of the previous 
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chapter, thus lending credence to this inversion. That is, the Michoacan 
earthquake consisted mainly of two subevents of the same moment and dura-
tion separated by about 80 km and 25 sec. These subevents are considered to 
be asperities on the fault surface. 
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the results of an inversion of the WWSSN 
LP type records. Figure 4.1 compares the data to the synthetics. Only four 
iterations substantially explain the data since the trapezoid was chosen to 
correspond to one of the pulses of moment release in Figure 3.4 (in this case, 
rise time 71=9 sec and duration 72=10 sec). Figures 4.2a and b show the 
source time function and the initiation times of the point sources. The time 
function is obtained by convolving Figure 4.2b with the trapezoidal time func-
tion of each point source. Figure 4.3 shows a map of moment release on the 
fault plane. Each point source is represented by a circle whose area was 
obtained from Kanamori and Anderson's (1975) empirical relation between 
seismic moment and rupture area (estimated from aftershocks) for earth-
quakes: 
Mo~ E s3/2' 
where M0 is the moment in dyne-cm, S is the area in cm
2, and E = 1.23X107 
dyne/cm2• Since the point sources here are only part of a larger earthquake, 
and may, therefore, experience different boundary conditions from the com-
plete earthquake, it may not be strictly correct to apply the above relation. 
Nonetheless, the size of the circle gives some estimate of the area ruptured by 
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Figure 4.1. The 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake. Comparison of data (top line) 
and synthetics (bottom line) from the inversion of GDSN records equalized to a long 
period WWSSN response. Peak record amplitude is given in cm (e.g., gain is 1). 
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Figure 4.2 . (a). T he 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake . Source time fu nction 
obtained after 4 ite rations. The t rapezoidal time fun ction of each point source has 
rise t ime 71= 9 sec and duration 72= 10 sec. P eak moment release rate is given in 
units of 1025 dyne-cm/sec. (b) . T he tim ing of the initiation of each point source. 
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Figure 4.3. T he 1985 Michoacan, Mexico eart hqu ake. Spat ial dist ribu tion of 
moment release . Each point source is represented by a circle . The area of the circle 
estimates th e ru pture area of the source. The nu mber in each circle gives t he initia-
t ion t ime in seconds of the source. Note t he orientation of t he fau lt plane. T he 
trench is located towards the top of t he fi gure . An asterisk at (0,0) marks t he hypo-
center. 
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One can achieve considerably better resolution, however, by inverting the 
broadband data set which contains shorter periods. Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 
4.7 show the results of an inversion of the Benioff 1-90 type records using a 
trapezoid with 71=2 sec and 72=3 sec and 50 iterations (e.g., 50 point 
sources). Again the result is substantially similar to what we have seen before: 
two subevents 90 km and 25 sec apart. The time function shows a period of 
no moment release between 21 and 29 sec and the map of moment release 
shows a region between the first and second subevents that is devoid of 
moment release. Thus it appears that waves of periods 3 to 30 seconds were 
not generated in the aftershock zone of the 1981 Playa Azul earthquake. This 
may help constrain physical properties of the rupture process and the fault 
plane. It is not clear whether longer periods were generated as has been sug-
gested by Ekstrom and Dziewonski (1986, Figures 3 and 4). The apparent 
third sub event found in the previous chapter (see Figures 3.1 and 3.4) is 
reduced in moment and spatially diffuse since point sources locate at both ends 
of the fault plane during the third pulse of moment release (55 to 65 sec). 
It would be interesting to know whether the rupture progressed outward 
from an initial point or unilaterally across the asperity. Figure 4.7 shows time 
slices of 3 sec each of the rupture of the two asperities. Apparently, the first 
asperity broke from the center outward, while the second broke essentially uni-







Figure 4.4 . The 1985 Michoacan , Mexico earthquake. Comparison of data (top line) 
and synthetics (bottom line) from the inversion of GDSN records equalized to a 
broadband Benioff response. Peak record amplitude is given in cm (e .g., gain is 1). 
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Figure 4.5 . (a) . The 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake. Source time function 
obtained after 50 iterations. The trapezoidal time function of each point source has 
rise time r1=2 sec and duration r2=3 sec. Peak moment release rate is given in units 
of 1025 dyne-cm / sec. (b ). The timing of the initiation of each point source. 
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Figure 4.6. The 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake. Spatial distribution of 
moment release . Each point source is represented by a circle. The area of the circle 
estimates the rupture area of the source. The moment releases represented by each 
circle are summed up over 80 sec. Shading is proportional to the moment release per 
unit area. Note the orientation of the fault plane. The trench is located towards the 
top of the figure . An asterisk at (0,0) marks the hypocenter. 
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Figure 4.7. The 1985 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake . Spatial distribution of 
moment release displayed in time windows of 3 sec durations. Each point source is 
represented by a circle. The area of the circle estimates the rupture area of the 
source. The number in each circle gives the initiation time in seconds of the source. 
No point source initiates between 17 and 29 sec. Note the orientation of the fault 
plane. An asterisk marks the hypocenter. 
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1985 Valparaiso, Chile Earthquake 
For this event I used the focal mechanism from Zhang (personal commun-
ication) (¢=5.6°, 8=24°, A=g6°). The extent of the fault plane was estimated 
by extending the dipping thrust plane down to 60 km depth. 80 sec of record 
are inverted. The hypocenter is placed at 35 km depth (Christiansen and Ruff, 
rn86, Zhang, personal communication). 
Figures 4.8, 4.g, 4.10, and 4.11 show the results of an inversion of the 
Benioff 1-90 type records using a trapezoid with 71=2 sec and 72=3 sec and 50 
iterations. The number and distribution of stations is not as good as for the 
other events. The time function (Figure 4.g) shows a small episode of moment 
release (0 to 10 sec), then a hiatus, then the main episode of moment release 
(20 to 40 sec), then another hiatus, then a final episode of moment release (55 
to 75 sec). The time function is consistent with those obtained by the single 
station deconvolutions of Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.5). The main moment 
release occurs between 20 and 40 sec with rupture progressing outward from 
the hypocenter and generally to the south (Figure 4.11 ). Our result is also 
consistent, spatially and temporally, with that of Christiansen and Ruff (rn86, 
Figure 7) from long-period WWSSN records, although our data naturally has 








Figure 4.8. The 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. Comparison of data (top line) 
and synthetics (bottom line) from the inversion of GDSN records equalized to a 
broadband Benioff response . Peak record amplitude is given in cm (e.g., gain is 1). 
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Figure 4.9. The 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. Source time function obtained 
after 50 iterations. The trapezoidal time function of each point source has rise time 
r1=2 sec and duration r2=3 sec. Peak moment release rate is given in units of 1025 
dyne-cm/ sec. (b ). The timing of the initiation of each point source. 
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Figure 4.10. The 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. Spatial distribution of moment 
release. Each point source is represented by a circle. The area of the circle estimates 
the rupture area of the source. The moment releases represented by each circle are 
summed up over 80 sec. Shading is proportional to the moment release per unit area. 
Note the orientation of the fault plane. The trench is located towards the top of the 
figure. An asterisk marks the hypocen ter. 
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Figure 4.11. The 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquake. Spatial distribution of moment 
release displayed m time windows of various durations. Each point source is 
represented by a circle . The area of the circle estimates the rupture area of the 
source. The number in each circle gives the initiation time in seconds of the source. 
Note the orientation of the fault plane. An asterisk marks the hypocenter. 
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1983 Akita-Oki, Japan Earthquake 
For this event I used a focal mechanism from Satake (1985) ( ¢=10°, 
0=30°, A=115°). The extent of the fault plane was estimated from the aft-
ershock distribution shown in Figure 4 of Sato et al. (1984 ). 90 sec of record 
are inverted. The hypocenter is placed at 15 km depth. 
Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 show the results of an inversion of the 
Benioff 1-90 type records using a trapezoid with 71=2 sec and 72=3 sec and 50 
iterations. The time function (Figure 4.13) shows two main episodes of 
moment release about 25 sec apart. The spatial distribution of moment 
release (Figures 4.14 and 4.15) indicates that the first subevent nucleated near 
the hypocenter and the second about 50 km north. Our time function is simi-
lar to that obtained by Kikuchi (unpublished data) from long period \VWSSN 
records and by Hartzell and Heaton (1985) from one Benioff 1-90 record. The 
time function and spatial distribution of moment release are consistent with 
the strong motions (Sato, 1985, Table 1, Figures 5 and 6). The rupture pro-
cess of this earthquake could be considered intermediate between the rupture 
of the Michoacan and Valparaiso earthquakes, in the sense that the moment is 
released predominantly but not entirely in two subevents about 50 km and 25 
sec apart, while the time function is more irregular than that of the Michoacan 
earthquake. The seismograms also have an appearance intermediate between 
the Michoacan and Valparaiso seismograms. 
The second subevent about 50 km to the north corresponds to a bend in 
the fault plane inferred from the aftershock distribution (Sato, 1985; Sato et 







Figure 4.12. The 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earthquake. Comparison of data (top line) 
and synthetics (bottom line) from the inversion of GDSN records equalized to a 
broadband Benioff response. Peak record amplitude is given in cm (e.g., gain is I). 
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Figure 4.13. The 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earthquake. Source time function obtained 
after 50 iterations. The trapezoidal time function of each point source has rise time 
71=2 sec and duration 72=3 sec. Peak moment release rate is given in units of 10
25 
dyne-cm/ sec. (b ). The timing of the initiation of each point source. 
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Figure 4.14. The 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earthquake. Spatial distribution of moment 
release. Each point source is represented by a circle. The area of the circle estimates 
the rupture area of the source. The moment releases represented by each circle are 
summed up over 80 sec. Shading is proportional to the moment release per unit area. 
Note the orientation of the fault plane. The trench is located towards the top of the 
figure . An asterisk at (0,0) marks the hypocenter. 
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Figure 4.15. The 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earthquake. Spatial distribution of moment 
release displayed in time windows of various durations. Each point source is 
represented by a circle . The area of the circle estimates the rupture area of the 
source. The number in each circle gives the initiation time in seconds of the source. 
Note the orientation of the fault plane. An asterisk marks the hypocenter. 
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geometric asperity in the Akita-Oki earthquake. 
1986 Andreanof Islands Earthquake 
For this event I used a focal mechanism from Hwang and Kanamori 
(1986) ( ¢=257°, b=18°, .\=116°). The extent of the fault plane was estimated 
from the distribution of aftershocks relocated by Engdahl (unpublished data). 
90 sec of record are inverted. The hypocenter is placed at 30 km depth. 
Figures 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 show the results of an inversion of the 
Benioff 1-90 type records using a trapezoid with 71=2 sec and 72=3 sec and 80 
iterations. This event was not as well recorded by broadband instruments as 
it should have been. I enlarged the data set by including 7 suitably decon-
volved short period SRO, ASRO and DWW'SSN records with 6 broadband 
DWW'SSN and RSTN records (see Table 1). The time function (Figure 4.17) 
shows 3 episodes of moment release - between 8 and 26 sec, between 28 and 55 
sec, and between 55 and 75 sec. Figure 4.19 shows the growth of the rupture 
on the first 28 sec: it grows rapidly outward from the hypocenter at rupture 
velocities of about 4 km/sec which is the maximum rupture velocity permitted 
by the inversion; from 28 to 50 sec, the rupture has a complex pattern, with a 
weak concentration 50 to 80 km west of the hypocenter around 35 sec and 43 
sec; from 55 to 75 sec the activity was diffuse. The results can be compared 
with the results of the same inversion of a somewhat different data set. 
Hwang and Kanamori (1986) used 6 long-period WW'SSN records and 5 broad-
band GDSN records, equalized to a long-period WW'SSN response. They 
specified a trapezoid with 71=3 sec and 72=6 sec and iterated 35 times. They 
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Figure 4.16. The 1986 Andreanof Islands earthquake. Comparison of data (top line) 
and synthetics (bottom line) from the inversion of GDSN records equalized to a 
broadband Benioff response. Peak record amplitude is given in cm (e.g., gain is 1 ). 
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Figure 4.17. The 1986 Andreanof Islands earthquake. Source time function obtained 
after 80 iterations. The trapezoidal time function of each point source has rise time 
T1=2 sec and duration r2=3 sec. Peak moment release rate is given in units of 1025 
dyne-cm/sec. (b ). The timing of the initiation of each point source. 
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Figure 4.18. The 1986 Andreanof Islands earthquake. Spatial distribution of 
moment release. Each point source is represented by a circle. The area of the circle 
estimates the rupture area of the source. The moment releases represented by each 
circle are summed up over 90 sec. Shading is proportional to the moment release per 
unit area. Note the orientation of the fault plane. The trench is located towards the 
top of the figure . An asterisk marks the hypocenter. 
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Figure 4.19. The 1986 Andreanof Islands earthquake. Spatial distribution of 
moment release displayed in time windows of various durations. Each point source is 
represented by a circle. The area of the circle estimates the rupture area of the 
source. The number in each circle gives the initiation time in seconds of the source. 
Note the orientation of the fault plane. An asterisk marks the hypocenter. 
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found 4 moment release episodes (their Figure 4), two of which correspond to 
subevents (their Figure 5) - one nucleating about 10 sec into the event near 
the hypocenter and one nucleating 30 sec into the event about 90 km to the 
west. The inversion of the shorter period data, while generally similar to that 
of Hwang and Kanamori (1986) and Christiansen (personal communication), 
suggests that moment release was more diffuse at short periods than at longer 
periods. The difference between the long and short periods may reflect the 
complexity of the interplate coupling in the Aleutian arc. 
4.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Comparing the source spectra of the earthquakes studied above can yield 
complementary information. In fact, the source spectrum is proportional to 
the Fourier transform of the time function. The source spectra are computed 
from GDSN intermediate and short-period teleseismic records, as described in 
Chapter 2. This is virtually the same data set used in the inversions. We 
compute the spectra at periods of 1 to 30 sec. Figure 4.20 shows a representa-
tive broadband record, the time function, average spectrum, and spatial distri-
bution of moment release for each earthquake studied in this chapter. This is 
all essentially the same information (since it comes from the same records) 
with different elements emphasized. 
The earthquakes can be roughly ordered in terms of increasing complexity 
of the rupture process. Somewhat arbitrarily, I consider that greater cluster-
ing of moment release in space and time represents less complexity of the 
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Figure 4.20. A broadband record from station RSNY, and the time function, average spectrum, and spa-
tial distribution of moment release for each of the earthquakes studied here . (a) 1985 Michoacan, Mexico. 
(b) 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan. (c) 1985 Valparaiso, Chile. (cl) 1986 Andreanof Islands, Alaska. 
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rupture process. With this definition, the Michoacan, Mexico earthquake has 
the least complexity in its rupture process. The rupture of the Akita-Oki 
event exhibited somewhat more complexity. This can also be seen in the spec-
trum. The Valparaiso, Chile earthquake ruptured with yet more complexity. 
And the Andreanof Islands earthquake had the most complexity of rupture. It 
has the largest fault plane and moment release, also. 
The different styles of rupture of these earthquakes must come from 
differences in physical properties at the subduction interface. The first-order 
effects on interplate coupling are due to the age of the subducted plate and the 
rate of convergence (Ruff and Kanamori, 1980). These effects seem to control 
the size of the largest earthquake along a subduction zone. However, the 
earthquakes that we study here are not the largest along their respective 
zones, except possibly the Akita-Oki earthquake. Second order effects, such as 
roughness of the subducting seafioor or thickness and porosity of subducted 
sediments, may thus control the rupture style of these events. Unfortunately, 
this information is not well enough known at present to permit a comparison 
of these factors for the earthquakes studied here. Bathymetry, for example, is 
available on GEBCO maps with a contour interval of 100 m and in digital for-
mat with a spacing of 5 minutes. This is probably too coarse to indicate reli-
ably topographic changes of lO's of meters across 3 to 30 km. In addition, the 
GEBCO map of the seafioor subducting in the Aleutian trench shows consider-
ably less complexity there than seaward of the Mexican trench, probably due 
merely to less extensive data off the coast of the Aleutians than off the coast of 
Mexico. A thorough examination of ship-track bathymetry in the various 
seafioors relevant to the earthquakes studied here is beyond the scope of this 
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thesis. Also, one would really like to know the bathymetry of the already sub-
ducted seafloor, which may well differ from that of the unsubducted seafloor. 
This kind of information is only available through seismic reflection surveys, so 
a thorough understanding of the physical reasons for various rupture styles 
and even the confidence that a given rupture style persists in an area (as it 
seems to along the Mexican trench) must await more detailed data and a 
longer historical record. 
We have found significant differences between the rupture styles of 
different shallow subduction earthquakes of similar size. These differences 
have important implications for the generation of strong motions. This wi ll be 
explored in the next chapter. 
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Comparison of Strong Motion Spectra with Teleseismic Spectra 
Abstract 
Strong motion spectra of the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico and the 1983 
Akita-Oki, Japan earthquakes are compared with their teleseismic spectra. 
The spectral levels of the Michoacan strong motions, which were recorded by a 
high-quality digital array, agree to within a factor of 2 with those predicted by 
the Michoacan teleseismic records. The Michoacan teleseismic spectrum is 
lower than that of Akita-Oki. This relationship also holds for their strong 
motion spectra. This consistency means that teleseismic records, which are 
relatively more abundant, can be used to predict properties of strong motions 
from large earthquakes. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The different styles of rupture found in Chapter 4 from teleseismic body 
waves undoubtedly affect the generation of strong motions near the earthquake 
source. In this chapter, I analyze two sets of strong motion records to see 
whether the differing characteristics seen in the teleseismic spectra are reflected 
in the strong motions. Because these data sets have only recently become 
available, this comparison has not been made before. 
Of the earthquakes studied in Chapter 4, the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico, 
1983 Akita-Oki, Japan, and 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquakes each produced 
a sizeable set of strong motion recordings. The comparison between the peak 
accelerations of the strong motions of the Michoacan and the Valparaiso earth-
quakes (Figure 3.7 after Anderson et al., 1986) is consistent with the telese-
ismic spectra of the two events seen in Figures 3.3 or 5.1. Differences in the 
siting of accelerographs in the two regions, and differences in the frequencies 
represented in Figures 3.3 and 3.7 render this comparison not entirely convinc-
ing. The strong motions of the Valparaiso earthquake, however, are not yet 
digitized and available to interested scientists. So, in this chapter, I compare 
the strong motions of the Michoacan earthquake to those of the Akita-Oki 
earthquake. In particular, I wish to obtain strong motion spectra that can be 
compared to the teleseismic source spectra obtained in Chapters 2 and 3. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows teleseismic acceleration source spectra for the Michoacan, Mex-
ico, Akita-Oki, Japan, and Valparaiso, Chile earthquakes. These acceleration 
source spectra show the second derivative with respect to angular frequency of 
the moment rate or source spectrum defined in equations (2.1) or (5.1 ). Clear 
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differences exist between these spectra, with the Michoacan spectrum generally 
having the lowest level between 1 and 0.1 Hz, despite having the largest 
seismic moment. 
Akita-Oki Teleseismic Spe ctrum Michoacan Teleseismic Spectrum Valparaiso Teleseismic Spectrum 
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Figure 5.1. Teleseismic acceleration source spectra for the 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan, 1985 Michoacan, Mex-
ico and 1985 Valparaiso, Chile earthquakes. The thin lines show w-2 spectra (with stress parameter 30 





5.2 Strong Motion Records 
of the Michoacan, Mexico and Akita-Oki, Japan Earthquakes 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the locations of the strong motion stations used 
m this study. The Guerrero array in coastal Mexico is a recently installed 
array of digital accelerographs (Anderson et al., 1986). The Japanese strong 
motions of the Akita-Oki earthquake were gathered from analog Japanese 
accelerographs operated by several different institutions (Sato, 1985). I 
selected the largest of the two horizontal components of motion from each of 
the stations shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. For the Michoacan earthquake, the 
north-south components were the largest. 
I wish to obtain strong motion spectra that can be compared with Figure 
5.1. An important question is how to correct the strong motions for the ampli-
tude decay with distance between the station and the source. What distance 
is appropriate for the distance between station and source? And what distance 
correction is appropriate? To examine these issues, I plot spectral fall-off with 
distance for three measures of the distances between stations and source. Two 
standard approaches are to use the distance between the station and the hypo-
center, or between the station and the nearest point on the fault plane. 
Because the length of the rupture can be 100 to 200 km for earthquakes of 
Mw=8, while the distances between the fault plane and the stations can be 
less than 100 km, one number may not adequately represent the distance 
between the earthquake source and the station. We can, however, make area-
sonable comparison using one number to represent the distance to the fault 
plane, as seen below. 
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Figure 5.2. Map of coastal Mexico showing the strong motion stations of the Guerrero array used in this 
study. Stars show the epicenters of the Septemeber 19 and 21, 1985 Michoacan earthquakes. Dashed lines 
show the aftershock zones of large earthquakes in this region. Peak accelerations are given for each sta-
tion for the north , east, and vertical components, respectively . After Anderson et al. (1986) . 
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Figure 5.3. Map of northern Honshu, Japan showing the strong motion stations used 
in this study, and the distribution of aftershocks of the May 26, 1983 Akita-Oki 
earthquake, whose epicenter is indicated by a solid star. After Sato (1985). 
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Plotted in Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 are spectral ampli-
tudes at 6 frequencies of acceleration of the ground in units of cm/sec vs. three 
measures of distance. The numbers in the upper right-hand corner of each 
plot are p and C in 
y = C rP, 
where y is the spectral amplitude of acceleration and r is distance. The 
parameters p and C were determined by a least-squares fit to the data. Fig-
ures 5.4 and 5.5 show spectral amplitudes vs. hypocentral distance for the 
Michoacan and Akita-Oki earthquakes. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show spectral 
amplitudes vs. distance from the nearest point on the fault plane. Figures 5.8 
and 5.9 show spectral amplitudes vs. distance from the center of the fault 
plane. For all these plots, the amplitudes of the Michoacan earthquake gen-
erally have a lower absolute level for a given distance, a slower fall-off with 
distance, and less scatter than those of Akita-Oki. The lower absolute level is 
consistent with the lower level of the Michoacan teleseismic spectrum seen in 
Figure 5.1. The fall-off with distance seen for the Michoacan strong motions is 
slower than .!.., which is expected for body waves. Presumably, this slow fall-
r 
off is due to the geometric effect of the large fault plane for the nearby stations 
and/or the preponderance of surface waves at the farther stations. The slow 
fall-off is consistent with the time-domain fall-off for large earthquakes shown 
in figures 19, 20, and 21 of Heaton et al. (1986). The steep fall-off with dis-
tance seen in the Akita-Oki spectral levels is mainly controlled by the two of 
the most distant stations SRN and MUR. It is not clear why the Akita-Oki 
spectral levels fall off so rapidly. The Guerrero accelerographs, being digital 
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and newer, are regarded as more reliable than the Japanese accelerographs. 
The Japanese strong motion stations are a more heterogeneous group, since 
stations are operated by several different institutions. 
So, what measure of distance is most appropriate? Figures 5.4, 5.6, and 
5.8 are actually quite similar. It seems indefensible to use the distance to the 
hypocenter, if a more representative distance can be easily obtained. Distance 
to the nearest point on the fault plane may be reasonable for peak values, like 
peak acceleration. But, distance to the center of the fault plane seems physi-
cally more reasonable for integrated quantities such as spectra. Actually, one 
would like to calculate the harmonic average of the distances from the station 
to each part of the fault plane, but this will not be very different from the dis-
tance to the center of the fault plane. And one could weight the average by 
the moment release in each part of the fault plane, if this is known. These 
corrections, however, are not essential for the present comparison. 
And what distance correction to use? From the Michoacan data at 1 Hz, 
a fall-off with distance of -
1
- is observed. We could use all the strong 
r0.63 
motion records and correct their spectra with that distance decay. This pro-
cedure, however, seems contrived and out of keeping with the philosophy of 
equations (2.1) and (5.1 ). It is more straightforward to restrict the calculation 
of the source spectrum to the closer records, which are mostly composed of 
1 
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Figure 5.4. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico 
earthquake vs. distance from the stations to the hypocenter . Each plot shows the 
spectral amplitudes at a given freque ncy. T he numbers in t he upper right hand 
corners are p and C defined in the text. 
Figure 5.5. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earth-
quake vs. distance from the stations to the hypocen ter. Each plot shows the spectral 
amplitudes at a given frequency . The numbers in the upper right hand corners are p 
and C defined in the text. 
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1985 Mjchoacan Specf ral Amp. vs Distance to Nearest Part of Fault Plane 
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Figure 5.6. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1985 Michoacan , Mexico 
earthquake vs . d istance from the stations to the nearest part of the fau lt plane. Each 
plot shows the spectral amplitudes at a given frequency . T he numbers in the upper 
right hand corners are p and C defined in the text . 
Figure 5.7. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan earth-
quake vs. distance from the stations to the nearest part of the fault plane. Each plot 
shows the spectral amplitudes at a given frequency. The numbers in the upper right 
hand corners are p and C defined in the text. 
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1985 Michoacan Specf ral Amp. vs Distance to Center of Fault Plane 
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Figure 5.8. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico 
earthquake vs. distance from the stations to the center of the fault plane. Each plot 
shows the spectral amplitudes at a given frequency. Th e numbers in the upper right 
hand corners are p and C defined in the text. 
Figure 5.9. Spectral amplitudes of accelerations of the 1983 Akita-Oki , Japan earth-
quake vs. distance from the stations to the center of the fault plane. Each plot shows 
the spectral amplitudes at a given frequency. The numbers in the upper right hand 
corners are p and C defined in the text . 
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5.3 Source Spectra from Strong Motion Records 
I wish to determine an average source spectrum from strong motion 
records that can be compared with the average source spectra determined from 
teleseismic records in Chapters 2 and 3. I assume that the strong motion 
records consist primarily of S body waves, and that the far-field approximation 
applies. This is probably a good assumption at frequencies of 0.2 Hz to 2 Hz 
for stations between 30 and 100 km from the source. Then in analogy with 
equation (2.1 ), we write the moment rate spectrum of strong motions as 
~ (w) = 47rp(f3 r 
Re.p C 
wr 
e 2Qf3av u( w ), (5.1) 
where p and /3 are the density and S-wave velocity at the source, f3av is an 
average S-wave velocity between the source and the station, r is the distance 
between the station and the source, Re.p is the radiation pattern of SH waves, 
C is the free surface receiver effect, Q is the quality factor, and u(w) is now the 
S-wave displacement. The terms [r e 2~~ •• ] correspond to [ g(~) e w;•] in 
the teleseismic case. The quantity w2 ~ (w) is plotted in Figure 5.10. In the 
following analysis we take /3=3.8 km/sec, and p=2.8 gm/cm3, which is con-
sistent with the P-wave velocity and density used in Chapters 2 and 3. 
f3av=3.4 km/sec. Q is assumed to be 300. We take C=2 to account for the 
free surface effect for SH waves, and Re.p=0.63, which is the value of the S 
radiation pattern averaged over the entire sphere of take-off angles (Brune, 
1970). This implies strong scattering near the source. For the purpose of 
comparing strong motion spectra with teleseismic spectra determined from 
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Figure 5.10. Strong motion acceleration source spectra for the 1983 Akita-Oki, Japan and 1985 
Michoacan, Mexico earthquakes. The thin lines show w-2 spectra (with stress parameter 30 bars) as refer-





GDSN records, we are interested in the frequency band 0.03 Hz to 1 Hz. Ana-
log strong motion records that are digitized by hand, however, like those of 
the Akita-Oki earthquake are only reliable down to frequencies of about 0.2 
Hz. Figure 5.10 shows the acceleration source spectra of the Michoacan and 
Akita-Oki strong motion records. To compute these spectra, only stations at 
distances less than 150 km from the center of the fault plane (Caleta de Cam-
pos, La Villita, La Union, and Zihuatanejo for the Michoacan earthquake, and 
FRF, HRD, AOM, and AKI for the Akita-Oki earthquake) were used. This 
restriction justifies somewhat the assumption that the records used in equation 
(5.1) do indeed consist primarily of S body waves, and not surface waves. 
Also, Q (which is poorly known) is less important for shorter distances. 
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
Compare the strong motion spectrum for each earthquake in Figure 5.10 
to its teleseismic spectrum in Figure 5.1. Ideally, they should be equal. Note 
that the strong motion spectra are plotted to 2 Hz, while the teleseismic spec-
tra are plotted to 1 Hz. The strong motion spectrum of the Akita-Oki earth-
quake is 3 to 4 times larger than the teleseismic spectrum. This discrepancy is 
not really surprising when one considers the uncertainties about the siting of 
the Japanese accelerographs, and the unknown and complicated structure in 
that region. The strong motion spectrum of the Michoacan earthquake, how-
ever, agrees to within a factor of 2 with its teleseismic spectrum except at 0.1 
to 0.03 Hz. At those low frequencies the digital strong motion data are still 
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reliable, but a near-field geometrical effect may be important. The bump at 
those frequencies in the Michoacan teleseismic spectrum may be due to the 
interference of the two subevents about 25 sec apart in time, which are seen 
clearly in the teleseismic records (Figures 3.2 and 4.4). Only one subevent is 
seen in the strong motion displacements (integrated by John Anderson, unpub-
lished data) except at station La Villita midway between the two asperities. 
So, the agreement of the strong motion spectrum with the teleseismic spec-
trum of the Michoacan earthquake is encouraging. 
Figure 5.10 shows that the level of the Akita-Oki strong motion spectrum 
is 3 to 4 times higher than that of Michoacan. This is greater than the factor 
of 1.5 that the Akita-Oki teleseismic spectrum is higher than that of 
Michoacan (Figure 5.1 ). It is quite possible that part of the difference between 
the Akita-Oki and the Michoacan strong motions may be due to site condi-
tions. The stations of the Guerrero array are mostly located on competent 
rock. The Japanese strong motion stations are probably not. Nonetheless, the 
fairly good agreement between the teleseismic and strong motion spectral lev-
els of the Michoacan earthquake, as well as the consistency between the rela-
tive spectral levels of the teleseismic and strong motions between the two 
earthquakes is quite striking and encouraging. It suggests that teleseismic 
records, which are relatively abundant, may indeed be used to infer properties 
of strong motions from large earthquakes. 
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DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ANP 68.76 283.59 25.23 2. 10 4.50 1.20 8.08 
ATL 48.50 94.88 7.50 1. 75 5.50 2 . 00 7.53 
ATU 81.03 7.02 8.67 1. 75 6.00 1.80 7.50 
BOG 77.99 102.37 13.09 2. 10 6.00 1.20 7.70 
CAR 76.31 93. 11 9. 17 1. 75 · 6.00 1. 60 7.62 
ESK 60.55 22.53 17.50 1. 75 4.50 0.80 7.90 
HKC 74.66 288. 16 7.00 1. 75 6.00 0.90 7.40 
IST 78. 18 2.71 9. 17 1.75 6.00 0.80 7.62 
KEV 49.38 2.51 11.08 1. 75 5.50 1.00 7.60 
KTG 43.31 23.58 9.83 1. 75 6.00 1.20 7.25 
LUB 40. 11 112. 14 16.67 1. 75 6.50 3.20 7.38 
PDA 70.76 45.51 26.67 1. 75 4.50 0.90 8.08 
QUI 79.80 108.45 9.27 1.40 6.00 1.80 7.52 
RAB 79.84 241. 69 7.50 1. 75 6.00 2.00 7.33 
SHA 48.92 100.47 32.37 2. 10 4.50 1 .. 20 7.99 
STU 68.90 16.24 11. 66 2. 10 6.00 2 .. 00 7.74 
TOL 75.06 28.31 20.23 2 . 10 6.00 0.80 7.78 
VAL 62.27 28.35 10.67 1. 75 5.50 1. 50 7.79 
illlE 55.06 6.60 5.84 1.47 6.00 1.20 7.40 
AVE 1. 81 5.63 1.43 7.64 
DEV 0.20 0.62 0.59 0.24 
- A3 -
1965FEB04 RAT ISLAND 
DIST AZIM A!'IP PERIOD CODA TilAX MB 
ANP 50.32 261. 21 7. 19 2.22 5.00 0.70 7.21 
ATU 88.42 340 . 39 1.86 1.39 6.00 2. 10 7.23 
NNA 10EL 36 86.26 0.57 1.94 5.50 0.90 7.37 
AAE 110.64 317.09 0.90 1.67 6.80 2.20 7.88 
KEV 57.49 348.67 0.53 1.56 3.20 0. 10 6.33 
WEL 92 . 25 182.89 1. 21 1.67 7.00 1.00 6.96 
AQU 85.85 349.04 2.22 1.00 4.00 1.00 7.25 
ATL 68.76 62.93 2 . 39 1.00 4 . 00 2.30 7.38 
BHP 90 . 39 75.23 1.44 1.28 3.50 1.00 7.05 
CAR 96.59 64.30 0.82 1.11 7.00 0.70 7 . 27 
ESK 73.75 1.08 3.28 1. 11 3 . 50 2.20 7.27 
HKC 57.CO 264·.92 5.92 2.22 4.50 2.20 7.23 
HNR 62 . 59 200.82 9.57 2. 11 4.50 2. 10 7.56 
NOR 47. 10 3 . 03 2. 15 1.28 6.50 3.00 7. 13 
PTO 87.73 5.44 2.01 1.50 5.30 2.50 7.23 
LUB 58.42 74. 51 1.89 1.00 4.00 0.80 7.08 
CTA 76.54 211.14 1.09 1. 11 6.00 2.20 6.89 
AVE 1.48 5.08 1. 59 7. 19 
DEV 0.42 1.26 0.81 0.31 
- A4 -
19630CT13 KUR ILE ISLANDS 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ATU 84. 16 319.93 13 . 96 2.45 2.70 1.60 7.76 
ALQ 74.91 55.68 1. 77 1. 75 4.00 1.50 6.81 
AFI 68 . 21 139.25 1.94 1.89 2.80 1.00 7.01 
BKS 63.38 62.22 0.92 1. 61 3.00 1.40 6.66 
GDH 64.90 8.89 12.90 2.31 3.00 1. 70 7.75 
GEO 86 . 60 34.66 2.38 2. 10 3.50 1.80 7.05 
IST 79.27 318.50 1.93 1.26 3.50 1.30 6.99 
KEV 58.25 339.83 1.67 1.26 4.50 1.40 6.92 
KIP 48.73 100. 90 3.23 1.40 4.00 1.00 7. 16 
LUB 78.54 53.87 3.51 1.54 2.70 1.50 7. 16 
HAL 95.42 339.29 1.21 1. 75 3 . 20 1. 70 7.04 
LON 58.49 53.75 2.89 1.96 ' 3.50 1.40 6.97 
NUR 65.81 333.60 6.78 1.89 2.50 1.40 7.56 
OXF 84.58 45.33 6.49 1.54 3.00 1.60 7.63 
PDA 97.64 356.21 1.43 2.10 3.00 1.50 7.33 
RAB 48 . 92 176 . 60 12.48 1.96 3.30 1.50 7.60 
SHA 88 . 26 46.79 3.45 1.40 3.00 1.40 7.49 
ill.IE 64.51 337.66 2.99 1.40 3.50 1. 60 7.33 
STU 80.47 334.63 5.66 1. 61 3.30 1.60 7.25 
TOL 92 . 35 340.01 1.35 1.40 4.00 1.90 7.08 
AVE 1. 73 3.30 1. 49 7.23 
DEV 0.34 0.51 0.22 0.31 
- A5 -
1977AUG19 SIDIBAWA 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AFI 67.99 100.55 11.43 2.22 3.00 0.80 7.71 
HLW 92.97 299.69 5.08 2.22 4.00 0.80 7.56 
SHK 47.45 16.05 3.00 1. 11 3.50 0.80 7.33 
Pr..E 85.35 244.80 4.87 2.22 4.00 0.60 7.34 
HOW 44.57 318.61 51.08 1.83 3.50 0.80 8. 15 
NDI 56.18 315.84 8.68 1.83 5.50 1. 10 7.48 
l'lAT 51. 01 20.56 2.27 1.83 8.00 1. 10 6.79 
KOD 45.92 296. 15 7.08 1.83 4.00 0.60 7.39 
AVE 1.89 4.44 0.82 7.47 
DEV 0.34 1. 51 0.18 0.36 
- A6 -
1968I1AY16 TOKACHI-OKI 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TI1AX I1B 
AAE 95.02 286.38 1.22 1.67 4.00 1. 10 7.06 
ADE 75.61 183.97 2. 10 1.28 5.00 1.60 7. 12 
A.KU 72.78 352. 10 4.20 1.28 2.00 1.20 7.42 
ATU 84. 10 316.34 3 . 60 1. 11 2.50 1. 10 7.51 
BKS 69.32 57.50 4 . 93 1. 78 3.50 1. 20 7.44 
BLA 92.53 33.60 1.47 1.67 8.00 1. 50 7. 15 
COL 45.03 34.21 1.99 1.28 5.50 2.10 6.89 
COR 64.85 52.01 3.77 1.28 3.00 1.20 7.47 
CTA 60.72 176.93 2.41 1. 78 6.00 1.60 7.03 
DAL 88.01 4·6. 95 1. 77 1. 39 3.00 1.40 7.21 
DUG 73.69 50.81 0 . 97 1.50 5.50 0.80 6.61 
ESK 80.02 341. 37 2 . 85 1.39 3.00 1. 30 7.01 
JER 81.95 305. 19 3.87 1.50 6.00 1. 10 7.31 
LON 64.54 49 . 38 2 . 19 1.39 4.00 1.20 7.20 
OXF 90.61 41. 14 2.56 1. 28 3.50 1.30 7.40 
PNG 50. 17 175. 18 3.43 1. 83 5 . 00 1.60 6.97 
RAB 45.58 167. 71 7.85 1.39 3.50 1.30 7.55 
PTO 94.4·9 339. 16 1. 01 1.39 3.00 1.40 6.96 
SCP 90.46 30.05 2.28 1.39 3.50 1.50 7.22 
TAU 83.4·9 177. 10 3.24 1.56 2 . 80 1. 50 7.32 
TUC 80. 10 55.80 1.96 1. 83 3.00 1. 50 6 . 73 
WES 91.36 24.97 2.98 1.67 . 2.80 1. 30 7.35 
AAfol 86.90 32.95 2.20 1. 39 3.00 1. 50 7.20 
OGD 91.42 27.77 2.32 2.06 3 . 00 1. 10 7 . 15 
GSC 74.35 56.84 2.53 1. 94 4.50 1. 40 6 . 91 
LEI'I 57.75 223.35 9.45 1. 83 4.50 1.40 7.51 
KIP 52.77 92.99 5.30 2.22 3.70 1.30 7.08 
AVE 1.56 3.96 1.35 7. 18 
DEV 0.27 1.34 0.24 0.24 
- A7 -
1969AUG11 KURILE IS. 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ADE 78.43 187. 61 3. 16 2. 11 3.50 0.70 7.07 
AFI 67.95 137.21 1.69 i.67 3.00 0.50 7.01 
ATI.. 89 . 93 41. 32 1.57 1.67 2.20 0.70 6.97 
CTI\. 63. 18 181. 63 1.34 1.83 5.00 0.80 6.77 
UUN 80.39 206. 84.· 1. 11 1. 56 3.70 0.80 6.55 
PTO 93.21 342.37 1.09 1.67 2.00 0.40 7.01 
GSC 70 . 26 59 .91 1. 21 1.67 3.80 0.70 6.76 
HLW 86.74 308.83 2.71 1. 67 4.00 1.00 7.21 
LUB 80.48 52.54 1.32 1.22 3.30 0.70 6.73 
AVE 1.67 3.39 0.70 6.90 
DEV 0.22 0.87 0. 16 0.20 
- A8 -
1979DEC12 COLOMBIA 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AKU 77.05 21 . 88 1.01 1. 16 2.50 0.80 6.84 
SNA 87 . 14 160.68 1.44 1.36 3.70 1.20 7 . 02 
COL 79.51 336.21 1.09 1. 36 5.00 1. 10 6.60 
COR 57.72 324. 12 3 . 95 1.50 2.50 0.90 7.22 
JCT 34 . 63 328.02 2 . 80 2.04 7.00 1. 10 6 . 84 
GEO 37.18 3.01 4.83 2.04 3.00 1.60 6.87 
LUB 38. 14 328.89 4 . 70 2.38 6.50 1. 10 6.79 
:MAL 77.03 52.78 1.84 1.36 2.20 0 . 80 7 . 03 
NUR 95 . 51 28.83 1. 10 2.04 2.50 1.00 7 . 03 
OGD 39.52 5.68 1.97 2 . 04 5.00 1.20 6.39 
GSC 48.28 318.26 2. 14 1. 84 5.00 1. 00 6.97 
PTO 74.54 47.74 1.68 1.50 3.30 0.60 6.85 
KTG 78.02 16.88 1.99 1. 77 2.60 1.10 6.95 
SHA 30.09 344.86 2.83 1.02 3.70 1.40 7.04 
TRI 91.08 44 . 48 2 . 30 1.70 2.50 1.20 7 . 23 
WES 41.24 9.09 3.26 1.56 2.60 l.40 6.82 
AVE 1. 67 3.72 1.09 6.91 
DEV 0.37 1.48 0.24 0.20 
1976AUG16 MINDANAO ISLAND 
DIST AZH1 AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ATU 94.35 308.77 2.36 1.50 2.00 0.90 7.30 
COP 96.87 327.98 1.60 1.83 3.30 0.90 7.34 
GRI-1 99.65 237.36 2.03 2.50 2.00 1. 10 7.31 
GDH 104.71 359. 13 0.55 2.06 2.00 0.50 7. 12 
IST 89.82 311.11 0.97 1.28 2.80 0.90 6.88 
KEV 86.68 339.76 11.24 3.33 2.50 0.90 7.53 
KIP 76.50 69.54 7.50 2.50 3.50 1. 10 7.38 
HSH 65.87 306.97 1.37 1.28 3.20 0.80 7.03 
HUH 38.70 190.75 6.93 1.89 4.00 1.30 6.96 
NAI 87.45 268.45 2.41 1.67 2.80 1. 10 7. 16 
NUR 89.29 330.78 14.20 2.78 1.90 1.00 7.71 
PRE 97.92 244.93 1. 72 2.50 2.60 1. 10 7.34 
RAR 79.41 112.84 1.57 1.50 3.20 1.20 6.82 
KTG 100. 21 348.98 1.45 1.83 1.90 1.00 7.30 
STU 101. 29 322.24 3.23 2.94 2.20 0.90 7.34 
TAB 76.58 307.53 10. 17 1.83 3.00 1. 10 7.64 
AVE 2.08 2.68 0.99 7.26 
DEV 0.60 0.63 0.18 0.25 
- AlO -
19740CT03 PERU 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AAM 54.51 354.48 5.67 1.67 3.30 0 . 40 7.33 
AKU 89. 17 20 . 90 0.93 1.28 2.00 0.60 6.86 
BKS 65.03 322. 16 1.60 1. 39 3.00 1.00 7.06 
COL 92.78 336.31 0.91 1.28 3.00 0.90 7.05 
JCT 47.50 333.74 1.69 1.39 4.70 0.90 6.98 
ESK 91.25 33.41 1. 79 1.94 2.00 0.30 7 . 06 
KIP 85.67 292.87 1.86 2.33 2.50 0.40 6 . 80 
SDB 88.03 104. 75 2.40 2.78 3.00 0.60 7.04 
LUB 51.06 333 . 82 1.33 1.00 3.50 0.40 6.82 
LUB 51.06 333.82 2.32 1.56 3 . 50 1.20 6.87 
OGD 53.06 2.82 2. 12 2.22 5 . 00 0.30 6.68 
OXF 47.78 346.81 2.25 1. 11 4 . 00 0.80 7.21 
RAR 78.48 250.63 0.85 2 . 22 1.50 0.50 6.48 
SBA 83.36 191. 09 8.64 2.78 3.50 0.70 7 . 49 
KTG 90 . 66 16. 16 2.54 2.22 2.30 0.30 7. 16 
VAL 86 . 08 34.95 8.77 3.33 2.00 0.30 7.32 
WIN 89.65 112.89 1.56 2.50 3.30 0.30 6.80 
AVE 1.94 3.06 0.58 7.00 
DEV 0.66 0.93 0 . . 28 0.25 
- All -
1980.JULl 7 SANTA CRUZ ISLAND 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ADE 33.27 223 . 17 2.58 1. 36 2.20 0 . 50 6.98 
BKS 83.73 49 . 16 0.48 1.09 1. 70 0.80 6.65 
COL 84.64 18.05 1.46 1. 70 2.70 1. 10 6.93 
COR 85.46 42.60 1.54 2 . 04 2.00 1.40 6.88 
DAV 44.56 293.73 4.39 2.04 3.40 1.00 7.03 
DUG 91.43 49.23 0.24 I. 70 3 . 50 1.20 6.25 
GUA 33.20 320.49 1.59 1. 02 2 . 50 0.80 6.89 
llKC 61.37 304.07 2.30 1. 70 1.80 0 . 50 7.03 
KOD 90.66 280.26 0.35 1.36 2.50 0.50 6 . 51 
BOZ 93.63 44.22 1.02 2.99 2.40 1.00 6 . 63 
MAT 55.32 332.93 1. 17 1.56 2.50 0.80 6.68 
Milli 49.44 238.54 2.51 1.43 1.50 0.50 7.05 
NDI 94.77 298. 17 0.64 1.63 1.90 0.90 6.79 
RAR 33.92 109.42 0.96 1.50 2 .. 50 0.80 6.51 
SBA 65.35 179.79 0.94 1.36 3 . 00 1. 10 6.84 
ANP 57.21 311. 08 4.65 2.52 2.00 0.70 7.07 
BAG 53.22 301. 56 2 . 35 1. 16 2 . 30 1.00 7.01 
CHG 72.91 294 . 24 0 . 63 1. 70 2.70 1.00 6.47 
POO 95.80 287 . 62 1. 01 1.56 1. 70 0.90 7. 11 
TAU 34.31 204.54 0.99 1.29 2.30 0.70 6.58 
AVE 1. 64 2.35 0.86 6.79 
DEV 0.46 0 . 53 0.24 0.24 
- A12 -
1978NOV29 OAY.ACA 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AKU 70.72 25.46 4 . 07 2.38 1.30 0.30 7. 13 
AFI 80.04 252.39 8.97 4.08 2.00 0. 10 7.04 
ARE 40.74 141. 40 7.59 3.74 3.50 0.20 6.81 
BEC 33.15 54.91 3.00 1. 02 0.35 0. 10 7. 17 
BKS 31.32 318. 80 2 . 88 2.38 2.50 0.25 6.78 
con 36.25 327. 11 1. 76 1.36 3.00 0.40 6.71 
COL 59.59 337.33 0.57 0.88 2.00 0.05 6.61 
ESK 78.84 35.57 0.97 1.63 2.30 0.85 6.57 
KIP 58.09 285.45 1.65 1. 70 1.25 0. 15 6.79 
KEV 85.81 16. 90 1.52 2.04 3.00 0.90 6.77 
NUR 90.42 25.03 l. 41 3.06 2.40 0.05 6.66 
OGD 31. 31 33.00 9. 17 3.06 4.00 0.20 7.18 
PDA 65.37 55.53 7.44 2.65 1.50 0.18 7.45 
PTO 78. 12 50.48 0.75 l.29 1.50 0.07 6.67 
STU 88. 13 39.55 1.36 2.38 3.30 0.80 6.86 
nm 34.64 94.53 1.83 1.36 2. 10 0.37 6.83 
IDIE 86.88 23.36 l. 14 2.04 4.00 0.90 6.75 
AVE 2. 18 2.35 0.35 6.87 
DEV 0.90 0.99 0.30 0 . 23 
- A13 -
1979MAR14 PETATLAN 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AKU 71. 51 25.70 4.23 2 .. 10 0.80 0.35 7 . 20 
ANT 50 . 90 142.49 1. 71 1.69 2.50 0.30 6.70 
ARE 44.79 137. 14 1.43 1.90 2.00 0.25 6.58 
COP 88.47 31. 21 0.75 2.03 4.00 0.30 6.67 
COR 32.69 330.50 2.02 1.56 2.00 0.45 6.81 
ESK 80.43 35.01 1.26 1.36 1.20 0.45 6.67 
KEV 85.83 15. 86 1.60 2.03 2.00 0.30 6.80 
KIP 53.26 283.98 1.36 1.36 2.60 0.40 6.70 
NNA 38.03 138.59 0.80 2.03 3 . 80 0 . 20 6. 10 
PDA 68.44 55.73 1.67 1.22 2.00 0 . 40 7. 13 
PTO 80.83 49.83 1. 17 2.03 2.50 0. 14 6 . 56 
KTG 70. 16 20.63 4.00 2.44 1.90 0. 16 7. 11 
UHE 87.44 22.20 0 . 51 1.29 1. 70 0.62 6.59 
Tlrn 39.38 94.43 1. 18 1.97 3.00 0.32 6.18 
OGD 32.95 38.86 0.96 1.63 3.70 0.32 6.47 
DEC 36.31 58.81 6.42 2.71 2 . 20 0 . 16 6.97 
GDil 59.57 17.87 0.52 1.22 3 . 00 0.35 6.43 
COL 56.59 338.30 5.02 2.03 1. 70 0.30 7. 19 
AVE 1. 81 2.37 0.32 6.71 
DEV 0.41 0.85 0. 12 0.31 
- A14 -
1976JUL27 TANGSHAN 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
AAE 75.94 270. 15 2.33 2.33 4.00 0.40 6.90 
A.4.!'1 96.27 15.92 0.62 1.39 7.00 0.25 6.95 
ATU 69 .91 302.93 1.35 1.39 4.00 0.20 6.89 
BKS 85.27 43.52 2. 11 2. 11 4.30 0.40 7 . 00 
MSO 80 . (H 31. 13 2.22 1.83 1.80 0.25 6.78 
DUG 88. 17 36.38 0.93 1.39 3.90 0.50 6.93 
GDH 71. 39 356.79 1.98 1. 61 1. 70 0.30 6.99 
KIP 72.28 76.65 1.52 1.39 1. 70 0.25 6.94 
MAL 87.43 317.18 0.44 1.39 4.30 0.20 6.50 
SNG 35.73 210.31 4.31 2 . 11 3.00 0.30 6.91 
HUN 71. 13 181. 52 1.53 1.83 3.70 0.20 6.82 
PJIIG 55.72 144 . 30 0.89 1.22 3.30 0.20 6.66 
PTO 86. 13 322.51 1.81 2. 17 4.90 0.20 6.82 
VAL 78.38 330. 19 0 . 32 1.06 4.60 0.20 6 . 38 
WES 98.08 6.89 0.07 1. 11 4.00 0.30 6.29 
TAU 86.24 158.79 0.95 1. 56 3. 10 0.35 6.69 
SHI 53.70 280.80 1.67 1.28 2.40 0 . 17 6.92 
ALQ. 95.36 35.24 0.66 1. 56 2.60 0.30 6 . 83 
COL 56.76 30.57 0.91 1.06 3.20 0.50 6.74 
COP 66. 10 323.33 0 . 20 1.28 2.80 0.33 6. 19 
MSH 45.43 285.25 1.94 1.56 2 . 60 0.20 6.80 
AVE 1.55 3.47 0.29 6.76 
DEV 0.37 1. 21 0. 10 0.23 
- A15 -
1976FEB04 GUATEMALA 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
BKS 36.81 314.02 2.62 2. 17 4. 10 0.80 6.58 
.MSO 39.88 335.04 2. 14 1.94 4.00 1.90 6.44 
COL 63. 16 335.93 1.03 1.28 2.80 0.55 6.81 
COR 41 . 02 322.44 1.93 1.67 4.30 1. 10 6.56 
COP 83.97 33.90 0.93 1.28 3.30 0.60 6.86 
KEV 84.45 18.28 0.44 1. 11 4.20 0 . 70 6.59 
KIP 65. 12 286.79 1.69 1.56 4.00 0.50 7.04 
LOH 41.46 326.02 0.59 1.28 4.00 2. 10 6 . 17 
DAG 70.80 13.29 1.56 1. 39 1.90 0.60 6.95 
IiUR 88.06 26.92 0.49 1.50 4.50 0.90 6.61 
KTG 68. 15 19. 58 0.58 1.56 4.40 0.70 6.57 
STU 84. 17 41. 13 1.38 2.00 4.00 0.60 6.84 
TRI 88.04 43. 16 0.47 1. 17 2.20 0 . 80 6 . 70 
AFI 86.60 254.69 0.57 1.94 4.50 0.90 6.47 
TOL 76 . 75 51 . 98 1. 15 1.67 4.00 1. 30 6.74 
VAL 71.37 39.90 1.26 1.56 4.00 0.80 6.81 
WES 31. 11 26.20 0.86 1.50 5.80 0.30 6 . 46 
AVE 1.56 3.88 0.89 6.66 
DEV 0.30 0 . 89 0 . 46 0.21 
- A16 -
1976NOV24 TURKEY 
DIST AZIM AI1P PERIOD CODA TilAX MB 
BLA 88.51 318.81 0.77 2.78 2.20 0. 12 6.44 
LEH 74.34 112.54 0.68 1. 78 4.50 0.50 6.39 
MSO 89.40 345.95 0.53 2.11 2.00 0. 15 6.40 
DAV 79.00 89.78 2.54 2.06 2.70 0.65 6.89 
GDH 56.66 334.98 1. 19 1.44 1. 50 0.30 6.71 
KEV 32.08 348. 93 1.22 1.94 4.00 0.18 6.50 
MAT 70.96 58. 19 0.57 1.67 1.60 0.18 6.44 
SNG 59.77 106.55 1.23 1. 78 1.20 0. 10 6.64 
DAG 46. 17 343.50 0.36 1.39 3.50 0. 15 6.21 
POO 32.94 119.84 0.72 1.67 3.00 0.22 6.34 
sm<: 68.33 62.64 2.68 2.11 1.00 0.26 7. 10 
VAL 39.28 307.42 1.64 1. 78 1.90 0. 10 6.37 
WIN 66.28 207.22 0.60 1.33 1.00 0. 13 6.66 
ATL 93.46 318.94 0.29 1.56 1. 70 0.20 6.47 
BAG 69.51 85.20 1. 51 1.67 1.20 0 . 12 6.86 
COL 75.98 5. 17 0.96 1. 72 1.20 0. 15 6.65 
PRE 66. 12 195.57 0.82 1.44 0.90 0.20 6.75 
AVE 1. 78 2.06 0.22 6.58 
DEV 0.34 1.07 0. 14 0.23 
- A17 -
1967JUL22 TURKEY 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ALQ 95.06 325.88 0. 10 1. 78 3.00 0.25 5.94 
AAl'I 78.32 316.35 0.36 1.22 1.80 0.15 6.37 
ANP 74.65 69.97 0.84 1.39 2.20 0.28 6.58 
ATL 85.02 310.48 0.75 1.28 0.70 0 . 10 6.77 
BAG 79.42 77.52 0.75 1. 17 1.20 0.22 6.61 BEC 73.40 298.47 0 . 96 2. 11 2.00 0. 10 6.56 
BLA 80.09 310.88 0 . 39 1.67 3.00 0. 10 6.07 
BOZ 87.74 334.56 0.20 1. 11 2.00 0 . 20 6.37 
BUL 60.52 182.24 0.43 1.33 2.20 0 . 14 6.41 
CAR 88 . 94 282.86 0.29 1.28 2.00 0.33 6.35 
CHG 61.68 88.96 0.90 1.67 1.40 0.20 6.73 
COL 74.77 359.33 0.76 1.44 1.60 0 . 24 6.52 
DAL 92.24 318.04 0.55 1. 78 2.00 0.20 6 . 59 
DUG 92.93 332.86 0. 11 1. 11 1. 70 0. 10 6.21 
FLO 84.36 317.73 0.72 1.67 1. 70 0.22 6.64 
GDH 50.67 332.71 1.47 1. 94 2.00 0. 10 6.58 
GEO 77.01 310.30 0.90 1. 61 1. 70 0. 10 6.65 
GOL 90.55 327.63 0 . 14 1.44 2.30 0.20 6.08 
KTG 39.95 335.32 0.40 1.06 2 . 50 0. 15 5.97 
LON 89.58 341. 48 0.40 2.22 2.70 0.22 6.25 
NAI 42. 11 170.87 0.20 1. 17 2.90 0.50 5.72 
NDI 39.66 92.64 1.84 1.67 2.70 0.42 6.44 
AVE 1. 51 2.06 0.21 6.38 
DEV 0.32 0.58 0. 10 0.28 
- A18 -
1971 SAN FERNANDO FEB 9 
DIST AZIM AMP PERIOD CODA TI1AX MB 
MAT 79.72 307.24 0.63 1.39 0.55 0.03 6.36 
BLA 30.76 73.67 0.96 1.50 1. 70 0. 18 6.50 
ARE 67.40 130.68 0.63 1.39 0.80 0.02 6.66 
NAT 87. 17 98.51 0.30 1.39 0.80 0.02 6.33 
NUR 80.69 17.56 0.72 1.06 0.20 0 . 03 6.63 
OGD 34.93 65.89 0.75 1. 17 0.4·5 0.02 6.51 
PTO 80.94 46.05 0.20 1.00 0.55 0.02 6. 10 
PEL 80.71 141. 06 0.59 1.39 1.00 0.02 6.43 
STU 84.98 31. 74 0.29 1.33 1.20 0.02 6.34 
TOL 84.42 44.81 0.86 1.33 0.40 0.02 6.81 
m1 89.33 31.37 0. 12 1.56 0.80 0.02 5.88 
UME 76.77 17.54 0.63 1. 11 0.35 0 . 03 6.65 
ANT 73.55 134.80 0.45 1. 17 0.70 0.02 6.39 
BHP 43.63 116. 24 0.36 1.00 1.50 0.04 6.05 
CAR 52.48 104.23 0.44 1.00 0.70 0.02 6.35 
GIE 42.54 135.93 0.90 1. 17 0.25 0.02 6.39 
HNR 88.49 257.60 0.79 1.22 1.50 0.02 6.91 
KIP 37. 13 260. 16 1.08 1. 17 0.50 0.02 6.47 
KTG 60. 10 22.74· 0.48 1. 17 0 . 80 0.02 6.41 
AKU 63. 19 27. 16 0.22 1. 11 0.60 0.02 6. 19 
AFI 69.87 236. 16 0.32 1. 72 0.80 0.03 6. 17 
COP 80.94 25.74 0.48 1. 17 0.80 0.02 6.41 
ESK 74.90 32 . 41 0.31 1.33 1.50 0.02 6. 17 
GDII 49.40 25. 14 1. 06 1.67 1. 70 0.20 6.60 
KEV 73. 12 11. 93 0.36 1.00 0.30 0.02 6.45 
COL 35.33 338.74 0.56 1. 17 1.00 0.03 6 . 38 
AVE 1.26 0 . 82 0.03 6.41 
DEV 0.20 0.44 0 . 04 0.23 
- A19 -
19790CT15 IMPERIAL VALLEY 
DIST AZIM Al'IP PERIOD CODA TMAX MB 
ARE 64.34 132.50 0. 10 1.36 1.90 0.25 5.86 
ANT 70.52 136.65 0. 15 1.36 1.80 0 . 20 5.94 
BOG 47.53 116.97 0.20 1.22 1.40 0.20 6. 12 
CAR 49.59 105. 03 0. 16 1.22 1.50 0. 15 5.82 
COL 37.90 338. 12 0.50 1. 70 1.80 0.30 5.97 
KTG 60.76 22.69 0.34 1.90 1.80 0 . 30 6. 15 
KON 77.49 25.24 0.20 1.84 2.00 0.25 5.94 
LPS 30.02 121. 30 0. 19 2.04 2. 10 0.40 5.57 
NNA 57.62 133.85 0.09 1.36 1.20 0.20 5.61 
NUR 81. 58 18. 76 0 . 22 2.04 1.60 0.30 5.93 
DAG 60.00 15. 32 0.15 1.36 1.90 0.20 5.84 
SJG 46. 34.· 95.78 0.37 1. 77 3 . 00 0.45 6. 12 
STU 85. 11 33. 13 0.09 1.27 1 . 4.·0 0.20 5.84 
ill IE 77.67 18.54 0. 15 1.56 2.00 0 . 30 5.89 
LOR 83.53 36.76 0. 17 1.29 1.60 0.20 6. 12 
KEV 74 . 31 12.76 0 . 27 2 . 04 1.50 0.25 5.93 
LPB 66 . 55 129.87 0 . 13 1. 84 2.00 0.80 5.86 
MAL 85.56 48.83 0. 12 1. 77 1. 50 0.50 5.75 
MAT 82.79 308.87 0.21 1.36 1.30 0.30 6. 19 
AVE 1.60 1. 75 0.30 5.92 
DEV 0.29 0.39 0. 15 0 . 17 
